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Samenvatting 
Incommensurabele kristallen nemen een bijzondere plaats in binnen de vaste-
stof fysica. Enerzijds bezitten ze een lange afstandsordening die aanleiding 
geeft tot een periodieke verstoring van de kristallijne fase; anderzijds kunnen 
ze niet geklassificeerd worden door de kristallografische ruimte groepen omdat 
de incommensurabele kristallen geen 3-dimensionale rooster translatiesymme-
trie hebben. 
Voor de beschrijving van incommensurabele kristallen wordt vaak gebruik 
gemaakt van een aangepaste vorm van de Landau theorie voor structurele 
faseovergangen. Een alternatieve benadering is ontwikkeld door De Wolff, 
Janner en Janssen. In deze beschrijving wordt de 3-dimensionale ruimte uit-
gebreid tot een hoger dimensionale ruimte. In deze zogenaamde superruimte 
kunnen vervolgens superruimtegroepen gedefinieerd worden, analoog aan de 
kristallografische ruimtegroepen. De symmetrie eigenschappen van incommen-
surabele kristallen kunnen dan geklassificeerd worden aan de hand van deze 
superruimtegroepen. 
In dit proefschrift beschrijf ik EPR-experimenten aan twee kristallen (ThBr4 
en KjSeC^) die een incommensurabele fase bezitten. Het eerste hoofdstuk be-
vat een korte inleiding waarin ik in niet technische termen een beschrijving 
geef van incommensurabele kristallen. 
In hoofdstuk 2 ga ik tamelijk uitvoerig in op de interacties van het elektron 
die van belang zijn voor EPR-experimenten. Er wordt onder andere getoond 
hoe uit de Hamiltoniaan, die de interakties van een elektron met de kern en 
met een extern magneetveld beschrijft, een spin Hamiltoniaan gedestilleerd 
kan worden waarin alleen spincoordinaten voorkomen. 
Hoofdstuk 3 bevat een beschrijving van de Landau theorie voor structurele 
faseovergangen voor zover deze van belang is voor dit proefschrift. Incommen-
surabiliteit geeft aanleiding tot een karakteristieke vorm van de resonantielij-
nen in EPR-spectra. De lijnvorm hangt af van de wijze waarop de atomen in de 
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incommensurabele fase verplaatst zijn ten opzichte van de evenwichtsposities 
in de kristallijne fase. Aan de hand van een model laat ik zien hoe met Landau 
theorie de experimentele lijnvorm beschreven kan worden. Het tweede deel van 
hoofdstuk 3 is gewijd aan de superruimte beschrijving van incommensurabele 
kristallen. Er wordt een uitdrukking afgeleid voor de kristalveldpotentiaal in 
een incommensurabel kristal die in hoofdstuk 5 toegepast wordt op ThBr4. 
De EPR-experimenten die gedaan zijn aan ThBr4 gedoopt met Pa 4 + vor­
men het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 4. De spectra toonden duidelijk de lijnvorm 
die karakteristiek is voor de incommensurabele fase. De metingen konden met 
succes beschreven worden met een twee "sites" model dat gebaseerd is op de 
Landau theorie als beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. 
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de vorm van de kristalveldpotentiaal ter plaatse van 
het Pa 4 + ion afgeleid door de locale symmetrie van het Pa 4 + ion te bepalen aan 
de hand van de superruimtegroep van ThBr4. Door de zo verkregen kristalveld­
potentiaal als een storing op de kristalveldpotentiaal in de kristallijne fase te 
beschouwen kan het effect van de incommensurabiliteit op de golffuncties van 
het Pa 4 + ion bepaald worden. De optische en EPR-spectra die met de ge­
stoorde golffuncties berekend worden stemmen kwalitatief goed overeen met 
de experimenteel waargenomen spectra. 
In hoofdstuk 6 worden de EPR-experimenten aan КгЗеС^ gedoopt met 
Cu 2 + beschreven. In het eerste deel worden de EPR-spectra in de kristallijne 
fase geanalizeerd. Het tweede deel bevat een temperatuurafhankelijke studie 
van de EPR-spectra in de incommensurabele fase. Opvallend bij deze studie is 
het grote verschil in effect dat de incommensurabiliteit heeft op de verschillende 
hyperfijnovergangen. De temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de splitsing kon bij 
dit systeem nauwkeurig gemeten worden en blijkt goed overeen te stemmen 
met metingen aan КгЗеС^ gedoopt met andere paramagnetische ionen. 
Summary 
Incommensurable crystals occupy a special place within solid state physics. On 
the one hand they possess a long range order leading to a periodic distortion of 
the crystalline structure; on the other hand, the lack of 3-dimensional lattice 
translation symmetry defies the classification of incommensurable crystals in 
terms of crystallographic space groups. 
For the description of incommensurable crystals, an extended form of the 
Landau theory for structural phase transitions can be used. An alternative de-
scription was developed by De Wolff, Janner and Janssen. In this last theory, 
the 3-dimensional space is extended to a higher dimensional so-called super-
space. In this superspace, superspace groups are defined analogously to the 
crystallographic space groups. This allows the symmetry properties of the 
incommensurable crystals to be defined in terms of the superspace groups. 
In this thesis I describe EPR experiments that were done on two crystals, 
ThBr4 and K2Se04, that have an incommensurable phase. In the first chapter 
I give a short non-technical introduction on incommennsurable crystals. 
Chapter 2 contains a fairly detailed account of the theory of EPR. It is 
shown how the Hamiltonian of the electron, which contains interactions with 
the nucleus and an external magnetic field, can be boiled down to a spin 
Hamiltonian which only contains spin coordinates. 
In chapter 3, I discuss that part of the Landau theory of structural phase 
transitions that is of relevance for this thesis. Incommensurability is associated 
with a characteristic lineshape in resonance spectra. The lineshape depends 
strongly on the way the atoms are displaced in the incommensurable phase. 
Using a specific model, I show how Landau theory can be used to derive the 
observed lineshape. 
The second part of chapter 3 is devoted to the superspace description of 
incommensurable crystals. I derive an expression for the crystal field potential 
in an incommensurable crystal that will be used in chapter 5 to calculate the 
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EPR spectrum in the incommensurable phase. 
The EPR experiments on ThBr4 doped with Pa 4 + are the subject of chapter 
4. The observed lineshape shows clearly the characteristics of the incommen­
surable deformation. A model based on the Landau theory was developed that 
could explain the experimental results very well. 
In chapter 5, the superspace approach forms the basis of calculations of 
the EPR spectra in the incommensurable phase. The form of the crystal field 
potential for the Pa 4 + site is found by determining the site symmetry of the 
Pa 4 + from the superspace group of ThBr4. The crystal field potential thus 
obtained is considered to be a perturbation of the crystal field potential in the 
crystalline phase. The optical and EPR spectra of Pa 4 4 were calculated using 
the perturbed wave functions of the Pa 4 + ion. There is a very good qualitative 
agreement between the calculated and experimental spectra. 
Finally, in chapter 6 the EPR experiments on КгЗеС^ doped with Cu 2 + in 
the crystalline and incommensurable phases are reported. In the first part an 
analysis of the EPR spectra in the crystalline phase is given. In the second part, 
a temperature dependent study of the incommensurable phase of КгЗеС^ is 
described. An interesting observation on this system was the large difference 
of the effect of the incommensurable modulation on the different hyperfine 
lines of the copper ion. The temperature dependence of the splittings of the 
resonance lines agreed very well with other measurements on КгЗеС^ doped 
with different paramagnetic ions. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The process of measurement involves comparing a quantity with a more or less 
well-defined unit. Since ancient times measurement has played an important 
role in society. The need of prehistoric man in hunter and farmer societies to 
predict when to move or when to seed and harvest led to the first measurements 
of time. ^1' 
In prehistoric times, time was measured in terms of lunar or solar cycles. As 
society became more complex and technical skills became more advanced, there 
was a growing need for more accurate time keeping, and more elaborate means 
to measure time were developed. This development of means to quantify time 
started with the construction of calendars and culminated in the definition of 
the second used in modern physics as "• · · the duration of 9 192 631 770 periods 
of the radiation corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine levels 
of the ground state of the cesium-133 atom". ^2' 
A parallel development can be seen in the measurement of length. It is 
likely that the first measurements of distance were closely related to the mea-
surement of time, like in "a two days walk". Later units were often based 
on the dimensions of the human body. It is believed that in Britain in me-
galithic times a unit of length was already in use: the Megalithic yard, which 
was approximately 2.72 feet. '3^ Other well known examples of such units of 
length are the foot, and the Dutch el. Because of the wide spread in the size 
of human limbs, the "units" of length showed large local variations. After the 
French Revolution an attempt was made to create some order in the chaos 
by defining a unit of length independent of human dimensions. The meter 
was defined as the ten millionth part of half an earth meridian, from pole to 
equator. However, it was not long before this definition no longer satisfied 
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the requirements of growing technological and scientific demands. The current 
definition of the meter is independent of the size of the earth and is based on 
the constant speed of light in vacuum. Now the meter is defined as "• · · the 
length of the path travelled by light m vacuum during a time interval of 1/299 
792 458 of a second". ( 2 ) 
It is standard practice to express the quantity to be measured as a fraction 
of a given unit. In this way a length can be split into an integer number of 
smaller units. Indeed, m •practice it is always possible to choose a smaller 
unit such that the length to be measured is an integer times that unit. It 
came therefore as a shock to the Greek philosophers at the time of Plato that, 
contrary to the prevailing atomist philosophy, it was discovered that the side 
and the diagonal of a square could not be measured by the same unit. This 
was not a matter of practical impossibility. It can easily be shown that it is 
in principle impossible to find a common unit. The side and the diagonal of a 
square proved to be incommensurable: they have no common measure. 
To decide by practical means, i.e. by measuring, whether or not two quanti­
ties are incommensurable is an almost impossible task. The result will depend 
on the resolution and accuracy of the measuring technique involved. It may 
therefore be argued that the use of the term incommensurable in physics has 
no meaning. For, how does one decide whether two quantities are incommen­
surable? 
In the last two decades a number of solids were discovered that showed 
peculiar diffraction patterns. In a certain temperature range, X-ray and neu­
tron reflections of these solids could not be indexed by three integers, (/ι, k, I), 
but required four or more integers to specify the diffraction vector. Further 
research with other techniques, such as magnetic resonance, dielectric mea­
surements and specific heat measurements, revealed more unusual properties 
of these solids. The experimental results can be consistently explained by 
assuming a structural phase transition from a high temperature crystalline 
phase to a low temperature phase that is commonly called an incommensu­
rable phase. α In the incommensurable phase the atoms are displaced from 
their equilibrium positions in the crystalline phase by a periodic distortion. 
The period of the distortion is incommensurable with the lattice parameters 
"Throughout this thesis I shall always use the word incommensurable, although the term 
incommensurate is also frequently used in the literature. 
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in the crystalline phase. Other forms of incommensurability occur in crystals 
in which the charge density or the occupation number of the lattice sites is 
periodically distorted with a period that is incommensurable with the lattice 
parameters. ^4,5' This thesis will be concerned with displacively modulated in-
commensurable crystals. A short description of this type of incommensurable 
crystal will be given in the following section. 
1.1 Displacively modulated structures 
In a displacively modulated structure the atoms are periodically displaced from 
the positions they occupy in the "normal" crystalline phase. As an example, 
consider a linear chain of identical atoms as in figure 1.1a. In the modulated 
phase the atoms assume new equilibrium positions. The resulting modula-
tion may have a period that is commensurable with the lattice parameter, 
figure 1.1b, or have a period that is incommensurable with the lattice parame-
ter, figure 1.1c. In the case of a commensurable displacement, the wavelength 
of the modulation is a rational fraction of the lattice parameter of the unmod-
ulated crystal. In these structures, known as superstructures, the unit cell is a 
multiple of the unit cell in the "normal" crystalline phase. If the wavelength 
of the modulation is incommensurable with the lattice parameter, the lattice 
translation symmetry of the crystal is lost. It is then no longer possible to 
define a unit cell from which the whole crystal can be "built" by translating 
the unit cell through space. 
In the incommensurable phase, the wave vector of the modulation changes 
continuously with temperature which makes it impossible to find a crystallo-
graphic space group that represents the symmetry of the crystal in the incom-
mensurable phase. This greatly reduces the benefits of the use of the symmetry 
properties of the crystal. If, however, the 3-dimensional space is extended with 
one or more extra dimensions, the lattice translation symmetry can be recov-
ered and the symmetry of the crystal can be described by a superspace group. 
This theory, which was developed by De Wolff ^6,7' and Janner and Janssen, '8) 
makes it possible to also exploit the symmetry properties of the crystal in the 
incommensurable phase. 
An alternative description of the incommensurable phase is offered by the 
Landau theory of phase transitions. By allowing position dependent order 
parameter components, the experimental observations in the incommensurable 
8 Chapter 1. Introduction 
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Figure 1.1: a. Linear chain of identical atoms. The lattice parameter is the distance 
between two adjacent atoms; b. Commensurable displacement. The period of the 
displacement is a rational fraction of the lattice parameter; с Incommensurable 
displacement. The period of the displacement is not a rational fraction of the lattice 
parameter. 
phase can be explained. Chapter 3 of this thesis starts with an outline of the 
Landau theory of the incommensurable phase. The lineshape of magnetic 
resonance spectra of incommensurable materials was studied by Blinc. ί 9 ) His 
theory is based on the Landau theory and will be described in the first part of 
chapter 3. 
The crystal field potential forms the basis for a number of models that are 
used to summarize spectroscopic data. In the crystalline phase, the symmetry 
properties of the crystal are used to determine the form of the crystal field 
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potential. In the second part of chapter 3, I use the superspace symmetry of 
incommensurable crystals to obtain the form of the crystal field potential in 
the incommensurable phase. 
The absence of lattice translation symmetry in an incommensurable crystal 
results in a continuous variation of the surroundings of the atoms in the crystal. 
This is reflected in the magnetic resonance spectra of incommensurable crystals 
by a continuous distribution of resonance lines instead of the sharp resonance 
lines that are characteristic of the spectrum of a single crystal without an 
incommensurable modulation. 
Thorium tetrabromide is incommensurable below 95 K. The E P R spec­
trum of ThBr4 doped with P a 4 + offers a beautiful example of the continuous 
distribution of resonance lines. In chapter 4, the spectra are analyzed using 
the theory of Blinc. In chapter 5, the superspace symmetry of ThBr4 is used 
to determine the form of the crystal field potential. The crystal field potential 
thus obtained is then used to calculate the EPR spectra. 
Because of the short relaxation times in T h B r 4 : P a
4 +
 the changes in the 
EPR spectrum as a function of temperature could not be studied. The EPR 
spectra of КгЗеС^ doped with C u 2 + , however, offer a nice demonstration of 
the changes that occur in the incommensurable phase when the temperature 
is lowered below the phase transition temperature. The experiments done on 
K2Se04:Cu2 + form the subject of chapter 6 of this thesis. 
I shall begin this thesis with a derivation of the spin Hamiltonian and a 
short description of the equipment that was used. 
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Chapter 2 
Electron Spin Resonance 
2.1 Introduction 
At the end of the nineteenth century and at the beginning of the twentieth 
century more and more phenomena were discovered that could not be explained 
by the then available theories: the electromagnetic theory as formulated by 
Maxwell and the mechanics founded by Newton. It became clear that classical 
physics had to be supplemented by new rules. 
It was the description of black body radiation by Max Planck in 1900 ^1' 
that for the first time contained the "quantization of energy". Although at 
that time this proposal did not receive much attention, ^ it can be considered 
as the conception of quantum mechanics. 0 After a languishing existence, the 
idea of quantized energy was revived in 1905 when Einstein published his paper 
on the photoelectric effect. ^4' Another milestone along the road to quantum 
theory was the quantization of angular momentum by Bohr. Application of 
this rule proved very successful in the explanation of spectroscopic data. 
At this stage, to each electron, considered to move around the nucleus 
independently of the other electrons, were ascribed three quantum numbers: 
the principal quantum number n; the orbital quantum number I, which has 
values 1 = 0,1, 2 . . . η — 1, and the magnetic quantum number mj, with values 
—I < mi < I. In an external magnetic field spectral lines were expected to split 
into so-called Lorentz triplets corresponding to the selection rules Am = 0, ± 1 . 
The hydrogen spectrum did seem to follow this normal Zeeman effect but the 
"That it was Planck who for the first time introduced the relation E — hu is generally 
accepted. Whether at that time its full meaning and implications were realized is subject 
to some debate. ' 3 ' 
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alkali spectra showed an anomalous Zeeman effect in which the splitting was 
different from that of hydrogen. A first attempt to solve this problem was made 
by Lande in 1921. ( 5 ) He suggested that the splittings between the energy levels 
in a magnetic field were not given by the classical Larmor theorem. According 
to this theorem the ratio of the magnitude of the magnetic moment and the 
magnitude of the angular momentum of an electron, the gyromagnetic ratio 
μ, is: 
^ ^ V ( 2 Л ) 
¿mec 
where — e is the electron charge, тп
е
 its mass and с the speed of light. With 
equation (2.1) the energy levels of the electron in a magnetic field В are given 
by: 
E
m
 = τημΒ, (2.2) 
with m the magnetic quantum number. Lande modified this formula to: 
E
m
 = τη9μΒ. (2.3) 
The gyromagnetic ratio was thus changed to ρμ. A further assumption made 
by Lande was that for the alkalis the magnetic quantum number is half-integer. 
Although half-integer quantum numbers had now been introduced, they were 
not at that time (1923) associated with the spin of the electron. Rather, Lande 
proposed that the total angular momentum, J , for the alkalis is 
J = l + R, (2.4) 
with R the angular momentum of the core electrons, R being equal to one 
half, and 1 the angular momentum of the valence electron. The Lande ^-factor 
is given by: 
J(J+l) + R(R + l)-l(Ul) 
У
 27(7 + 1) v ; 
It was Pauli who in 1924 showed that the gyromagnetic ratio predicted by 
Lande for the core electrons did not agree with experiments. The calculated 
relativistic corrections for the ^-factor of the inner electrons were much larger 
than the experimentally observed deviations from Landé's g-values. Therefore, 
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Pauli concluded that R could not be the angular momentum of the core elec-
trons, but must be something of the valence electron itself. Pauli did not make 
the step to associate the R = 1/2 with the spin of the electron, but instead he 
introduced four quantum numbers for each electron: the three already men-
tioned, n, I and mj, and an extra one that could only have two values. From 
this he formulated his celebrated exclusion principle which states that in an 
atom no two electrons can have the same values for all four quantum numbers. 
The interpretation of R, as it is now known, had to wait only a little 
longer. In October 1925 Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit published a note in which 
the fourth quantum number is associated with the spin of the electron. With 
this interpretation of the fourth quantum number, the gyromagnetic ratio for 
the electron came out to be equal to two. 
In the framework of the old quantum theory there were some problems 
with the spin of the electron. If the electron was considered as a rigid spinning 
sphere, its calculated radius would come out much too large. The solution 
to this problem had to wait for Dirac's description of the electron. Another 
problem, that could, however, be resolved within the semi-classical theory, 
was the fact that the spin-orbit coupling was too large by a factor of two. The 
solution to this problem was found in 1926 by Thomas. The angular velocity of 
the electron as seen by the nucleus is reduced by a factor of 2 if the precession 
of the electron is taken into account. This effect can be calculated by assigning 
a definite orbit to the electron and using the theory of relativity. 'e) 
In the years 1925 and 1926, the formulation of the modern quantum the-
ory as we now know it was laid down by Heisenberg, Born and Jordan, and 
Schrödinger. The first formulation of the theory was, however, not in a rela-
tivistic covariant form. Already in 1926, a number of authors independently 
had written down a relativistic scalar wave equation also known as the Klein-
Gordon equation: 
/
 2 1 d2 m 2 c 2 \ , ft 
Dirac was not satisfied with this formulation and continued the quest for 
a relativistic description of the electron. The search resulted in 1928 in the 
Dirac equation: 
(2.6) 
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Ur£--Tnc)tp = 0, (2.7) 
where the 7-matrices are defined in terms of the Pauli matrices: 
4:.;') -·» '-(ÎA)· 
The index μ runs from 0 to 3 and summation over μ is implied. Since the Pauli 
matrices are 2 χ 2-matrices, the 7- matrices are 4 χ 4-matrices. The solution of 
the Dirac equation, thus, has four components, a point to which I shall return 
in the next section. One of the merits of the Dirac equation is that it yields 
the correct gyromagnetic ratio for the electron: 
μ = — . (2.9) 
m
e
c 
Thus the scene is set in which the electron is theoretically properly de­
scribed and its interactions with other particles and fields in principle can be 
calculated. The interaction of the electron with external magnetic fields of­
fers the possibility of inducing transitions between the different Zeeman levels. 
Because of the smallness of the coupling between the electron and the mag­
netic field, strong magnetic fields are required to obtain appreciable splittings 
between the energy levels—for a magnetic field of 0.3 T, the splitting is of 
the order of 10 GHz. The first person who observed the transition between 
the electron Zeeman levels—called Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) or Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR)—was Zavoisky.(7^ In his first experiments he 
used radiowaves with a wavelength of 25 meter. One year later in 1946, Cum-
merow and Halliday measured a resonance of M n 2 + using a microwave field of 
2.93 GHz . ( 8 ) In 1947, Bagguley and Griffiths from the Clarendon Laboratory 
in Oxford ' 9 ' followed, using, for the first time, a frequency of about 9 GHz, 
a frequency in the so-called X-band that is still frequently used in today's 
EPR-experiments. 
After having outlined the historical perspective in which the theory for the 
description of atomic spectra was developed, I shall in the rest of this chapter 
direct attention to the derivation of a spin Hamiltonian that is used to describe 
E P R experiments. 
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2.2 Interactions with external fields 
There are two main roads one can follow to introduce the Hamiltonian of an 
electron interacting with external fields. The first one is to start from the 
classical equations of motion for the electrons and account for the external 
electromagnetic fields by replacing the momentum, p, in the Hamiltonian by: 
ρ - (ρ + - A ) = -л·, (2.10) 
с 
where A is the vector potential. This formulation does not, however, include 
the spin of the electron. It has to be added as a phenomenological term in 
the Hamiltonian. The alternative route is to follow Dirac in setting up a 
relativistic description of the electron. Although this approach in the non-
relativistic approximation leads to the same result as the classical approach, 
I shall nevertheless follow Dirac's derivation t 1 0 , 1 1 ) because it is more elegant 
and does more justice to the typical quantum mechanical nature of the spin of 
the electron. 
2.2.1 The Dirac equation 
The equation Dirac was seeking to describe the electron had to satisfy the 
Schrödinger equation and, at the same time, had to be relativistic covariant. 
The last condition demanded that the sought after equation must be linear 
in both space and time derivatives. From the relativistic expression for the 
energy of a particle 
E2 = p2c2 + m2c\ (2.11) 
one arrives at the Klein-Gordon equation (2.6) if one replaces energy and 
momentum by the corresponding quantum mechanical operators: 
г οι ι 
The equation Dirac had in mind was to be linear in space and time derivatives 
and thus had to have the form 
{ aipx - a 2 p y - азр г - βτηΛ φ = 0, (2.13) 
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where E and p, are understood to have been replaced according to equation 
(2.12). The coefficients QJ and β are determined by the relation (2.11): when 
equation (2.13) is multiplied by the operator 
E \ 
h QIPJ. + a2Py + азр. + ßmc) , (2-14) 
the Klein-Gordon equation must result. This is indeed the case provided that 
the a, and β satisfy: 
a^j + QjQ, = δ,] al = 1 
α,β + βα^Ο β2 = 1. 
The coefficients a, and β can be represented by 4-dimensional matrices: 
4°ο) -1·'·' Μ;..)· (2i5) 
The Qj can be thought of as the elements of a three component vector a . The 
Dirac equation (2.13) is then written as a three dimensional vector equation 
(ca-p + ßmc2) φ = Εφ. (2.16) 
The interaction with electromagnetic fields is incorporated through the re­
placement of ρ by π- from equation (2.10) and by adding an electric potential 
energy — eV. 
As I have already mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the Dirac 
equation has solutions that have four components instead of the two one would 
like to have to describe the electron. It seems that Dirac got more than he bar­
gained for. Indeed, because the energy in equation (2.11) appears as a square, 
there are actually two possible values for the energy: one with a positive sign 
and one with a negative sign. How can the negative energy be interpreted? 
The appearance of the negative energy solutions caused quite some confusion 
and cast considerable doubt over the correctness of Dirac's equation. ' 5 ' The 
enigma was resolved in 1931 when Anderson discovered the positron. All nega­
tive energy states can be considered to be occupied by electrons. If an electron 
in a negative energy state absorbs enough energy to make a transition to a pos­
itive energy state, a hole in the negative energy states remains. The absence of 
an electron with charge — e can be considered as the presence of a particle with 
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charge +e: the positron. For energies low compared to the rest mass of the 
electron, "transitions" between the positive and negative energy states can, 
however, be neglected and the two types of solutions can be decoupled. This 
can be done by writing the four-component solution, φ, of the Dirac equation 
as two components, φ and χ, each having two elements: 
φ = (2.17) 
Equation (2.16) can then be written as two equations: 
οσ · πχ + (тс2 — е )ф = Εφ, 
and 
σσ · πφ — (тс2 + eV)x = Εχ. 
From these equations an expression for φ can be obtained: 
1 
—(<r · ιτ)Κ(σ · π)φ = (E' + е )ф, 2т 
where 
К = 
1 + [(E' + е ) /2mc2] ' 
and 
E' = E - тс2 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
In the case that the energy E' + eV is small compared to the rest energy mc2 
of the electron, К can be approximated by: 
K = l-
E' + eV 
2mc2 
(2.23) 
Substitution of equation (2.23) in equation (2.20) gives the Dirac equation up 
to order (v/c) : 
1 
2m 
2 ,E
,
 + eVt 
ф = (Е' + е )ф. (2.24) 
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It is not trivial to obtain the one electron Schrödinger equation for the electron 
from this equation, and I shall only give the result i10·12·13); 
— P + - A + - — σ - V x A - -τ-^-^σ- W x p -
m \ с / 2mc ÍTn¿c¿ 
eh 2 „4 
V- W -8m2 c2 8m3c ф=(Е' + е )ф. (2.25) 
The first term describes the kinetic energy and the interactions with magnetic 
fields В = V x A . The second term gives the interaction of the spin of the 
electron with the magnetic field. The term following this gives the spin-orbit 
coupling. The last two terms are the so called Darwin term and a relativistic 
correction, both of which will be neglected in the following. 
2.2.2 Magnetic interactions 
Interactions with the nucleus 
The electron experiences the presence of the nucleus through the interactions 
with its magnetic and electric fields. To evaluate the interaction with the 
magnetic moment of the nucleus, two separate cases have to be considered. In 
the previous section a variable K, see equation (2.21), was introduced which 
is a function of the energy of the electron. For energies small compared to the 
rest mass of the electron, К is approximated by equation (2.23). However, 
if the electron comes very close to the nucleus, the potential V becomes very 
large and special care must be taken. Therefore, I shall treat the magnetic 
interaction of the electron with the nucleus in two parts. For the case where 
the distance, r, of the electron from the nucleus is large compared to the 
nuclear dimensions (r 3> 10 - 1 1 cm), К » 1 and the nucleus can be considered 
to be a point dipole with a magnetic dipole moment μ^. The vector potential 
in this case is 
Α.!ψ. (2.26) 
where г is the radius vector of the electron with the nucleus at the origin. 
The resulting interaction is the dipolar part of the hyperfine interaction. If 
г ss IO - 1 1 cm or smaller, a more general expression for the vector potential is 
needed: 
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А(г) = - f гЩ- dr', (2.27) 
с J |г — r'l 
where j(r) is the current density. This term will lead to the so called Fermi 
contact part of the hyperfine interaction for s-electrons. 
The starting point for both cases will be the two component Dirac equation 
(2.20), the Hamiltonian being: 
1 
H = -eV+
 n 2m 
(σ·ρ)Κ(σ·ρ) + -(σ·ρ)Κ(σ·Α) + -{σ·Α)Κ(σ·ρ) 
с с 
(2.28) 
where the term quadratic in the vector potential has been neglected. For 
г 3> IO - 1 1 cm, equation (2.26) is substituted in the Hamiltonian and К is 
taken to be equal to one. After extensive application of vector calculus, the 
dipolar part of the hyperfine interaction results: 
Hhf(dip) -
eh 
mc 
M^L^S)
 + 3(^r)_(S.r) + 4 π 5 ( Γ w . s (2.29) 
At first sight it seems that in this Hamiltonian an isotropic interaction is 
iilso included through the Dirac delta function. The condition under which this 
Hamiltonian was derived, however, was that the electron stays far away from 
the nucleus. Since the last term in equation (2.29) only gives a contribution if 
r = 0, this term does not contribute to the Hamiltonian. 
To calculate the interaction energy of the electron with the nucleus if the 
electron is close to the nucleus, the behavior of К must be studied first. The 
contribution to the potential energy of the electron is Ze2/r, with Ζ the charge 
of the nucleus. Since г is now small, Ze2/r may well be comparable with 2mc2. 
Substituting V = Ze/r in (2.21), under the assumption that E' <C 2mc2, the 
expression for К becomes: 
K =
 l + (Ze2/2mc2)(l/7·)' ^ 2 ' 3 0 ) 
The quantity Ze2/2mc2 is of the order of 10"1 3 cm. It is therefore safe to take 
К = 1 for r larger than 10"11 cm. I shall not give the derivation of the contact 
interaction in full detail but merely outline the way it may be done. (12·13) The 
contact interaction is given by the integral 
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E
cl= f φ*(τ)Ηφ(τ)άτ, Jv (2.31) 
where Η is given by equation (2.28) and the integration is over the volume of 
a sphere around the nucleus. The radius of the sphere is determined by the 
condition that A" « 1 outside this sphere. Because only terms that increase 
with l / r 3 or faster give a contribution to the integral of equation (2.31) if г 
becomes very small, only two terms in the Hamiltonian (2.28) contribute to 
this integral: 
E
r f ФЧт) Jv V · {Кк.) + - — σ · ( V X /ГА) 2mc 2mc φ{χ)άτ. (2.32) 
Both integrals can be converted to surface integrals over the surface of 
the sphere. Since on the surface the magnetic dipole approximation, equation 
(2.26), holds, the first integral vanishes because the integrand vanishes. In 
the second integral, the wave function 0(r) is taken to have a constant value 
0(r) = <¿>(0) inside the sphere and is taken out of the integral. The contact 
interaction thus becomes, with equation (2.26) for the vector potential A: 
Ec. — 
eh 
2mc IWlV/ïüifïï«. JS Γ4 
Integration over the surface of the sphere gives 
8π eh 
En = 
3 2mc \<№\σ-μΝ. 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
The Hamiltonian for the magnetic hyperfine interaction is the sum of the 
anisotropic part, equation (2.29), and the isotropic part equation (2.34): 
Hhf = 9
e
09N0N (2.35) 
where I is the nuclear spin, g
e
 is the electron 0-value, β = eh/2mc, and QN 
and /?jv are the corresponding factors for the nucleus. 
It often happens that the hyperfine interaction only has to be calculated 
within a given
 JL5-manifold. In that case the Wigner-Eckart theorem can be 
used to rewrite equation (2.35) as an effective hyperfine interaction that is 
diagonal in L and S. According to the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the matrix 
elements of a second rank tensor operator are proportional to a second rank 
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tensor operator formed from the symmetrized products of the components of 
the angular momentum operator. The proportionality constant for an LS-term 
obeying Hund's rule is <14) 
2 , + 1
-
4 5
 (2.36) s
 S(2/-l)(2f + 3 ) ( 2 L - l ) ' 
where I is the angular momentum of a single electron, and L is the angular 
momentum of the term. S is the spin angular momentum of the term. 
The dipolar part of the hyperfine interaction, equation (2.35), can be writ­
ten in terms of a second rank tensor operator T, with elements Ту defined 
by: 
Гц = ì ( ι , ί , - * r 2 ^ ) . (2.37) 
The dipole-dipole coupling 
9e09N0N 
becomes 
5, — (Sx.Xj - r2*,,) /, 
geßgNßN^TtJStIr (2.38) 
The components of the equivalent operators for Τ
υ
 in terms of the components 
of the angular momentum operator, L, are 
L y ^ i L . L j + L j L O - ^ L V (2.39) 
The effective magnetic hyperfine interaction within the LS-manifold becomes 
Hhf = 9e09NßN ( г " 3 ) x {[tL(L + 1) - K ] I . S + 
L-I - ^ [(L.I) (L.S) + (L.S) (L-I)]} . (2.40) 
where к is defined by 
« = - т И О ) | 2 7 - ^ г . (2.41) 
3 {r J) 
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External magnetic fields 
A constant static magnetic field, B, can be described by a vector potential 
A=^Bxr. (2.42) 
The terms in the Dirac equation, (2.25), that contain the vector potential are: 
•(ρ·Α + Α.ρ) + - — σ - ν χ Α , (2.43) 
2mc 2mc 
where, again, the term quadratic in the vector potential is neglected. This can 
be converted into a more familiar form using the facts that for A as in equation 
(2.42), V-A = 0 and consequently, ρ · Α = Α·ρ, and that Α · ρ = ¿hB'L. The 
result is the Zeeman Hamiltonian: 
tfz=/?B-(L + 2S) , (2.44) 
that describes the interaction of the electron with a static magnetic field. 
2.2.3 Electrostatic interactions 
Quadrupole interaction 
The electron experiences an electric field due to the presence of the nucleus. In 
first order, if the distance between the nucleus and the electron is sufficiently 
large, the nucleus can be considered to be a point charge and the potential is 
given by the Coulomb potential 
ty 
^coulomb = 1 (2 .45 ) 
Г 
where Ζ is the number of protons in the nucleus, e is the charge of a proton, 
and r is the distance between the nucleus and the electron. With decreasing 
electron-nucleus distance, the actual charge distribution inside the nucleus 
starts to exert its influence on the electron. To give a quantitative analysis 
of the effect of the nuclear charge distribution, I start with the electrostatic 
energy of the nucleus and the electron 
Ζ 2 
я« = - Σ г^—г- (2·46) 
р-1 I 1 ? 1 e l 
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The denominator is expanded in spherical harmonics: 
гг^н
 = 4 π
 Σ Σ ¿ Ι ¿Γ ^(ΩΡ) ЫП.). (2-47) 
Ι
Γ
Ρ
 г
еІ i=0m--J Δ1 + 1 Г е 
with Ωρ and Ω
ε
 the spherical polar angles of the proton position vector, Γρ, and 
of the electron position vector, r
e
, respectively. It is assumed that rp < re. The 
/ = 0 term gives the Coulomb interaction of two point charges. From equation 
(2.47) it is clear that the contribution from terms with I > 0 will be small: 
the nuclear radius is typically R « 10_11cm while the distance of the electron 
from the nucleus is of the order of r
e
 ~ 10~8cm. Therefore, only terms up to 
1 — 2 will be taken into account. The term 1 = 1 vanishes because nuclear 
states have definite parity and thus the expectation value of terms with odd I 
must vanish. In particular this means that the nucleus has no electric dipole 
moment, as is consistent with experiments. <12'14> The next term, / = 2, is the 
electric quadrupole term. To make this term amenable to further calculations, 
the quadrupole Hamiltonian, HQ, is written as ( 1 2 ) 
HQ = Q ( 2 ) .U ( 2 ) . (2.48) 
Q ( 2 ' and U ( 2 ' are second rank tensor operators defined as 
The dot product in equation (2.48) is defined as 
Q<2>.U<2> = QPuy - Q™U?} + Q W - д В Д 2 ) + £?ВД2). (2.51) 
The quadrupole energy is found by calculating the matrix elements of this 
operator. It will be assumed that there is an electronic orbital ground state 
well separated from higher orbital states. Furthermore, it will be assumed that 
the quadrupole interaction does not mix nuclear states with different nuclear 
angular momentum I. The matrix elements that have to be calculated are of 
the form 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
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{LmL Imi\HQ\Lm'L I m'j) = (LmL |</m/ \HQ\ / m ' ^ l Lm'L). (2.52) 
The state \Ьті) denotes an electronic state with angular momentum L and 
z-component mL·, \Ιτηι) denotes a nuclear state with angular momentum I 
and z-component mj. The Wigner-Eckart theorem can be used to replace HQ 
by equivalent operators formed from components of I and L. So Q ( 2 ) can be 
replaced by: 
n<2> _» Λ p V±2 ^ V 8 
Q±l - Λ (I±Jo + IoI±i), (2.53) 
V о 
^
2 )
 - ^ ( 3 / o 2 - I 2 ) · 
where 
/o = /*, 
According to the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the matrix elements of Q ( 2 ) are 
proportional to the matrix elements of the operators defined in (2.53). The 
value of the proportionality constant, (7 | | a | | / ) , follows from 
( / / | д | ) 2 ) | / / ) = 2 ( / | | а | | / ) ( / / | з / 0 2 - і 2 | / / ) . (2.54) 
This gives 
2(Il\Q{02)\lI) еп 
The quantity Q is called the quadrupole moment of the nucleus and is defined 
through (2.55). 
In the same way the operator U ' 2 ' can be written in terms of the angular 
momentum operator L: 
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7-И2' ^ Г Г2 
C/i2!1 -» Л ( L i l i o + L o L ± 1 ) , (2.56) 
V ö 
^ > - J ( 3 L 2 - L ^ ) 
The operators L ± 1 and L0 are defined analogously with / ± 1 and /Q. TO apply 
the Wigner-Eckart theorem again, a quantity q is defined through 
(ЬЬ\и{02)\ЬЬ) = -12eq=1-(L\\a\\L)(LL\3Ll-L2\LL). (2.57) 
In terms of the operators L and I the quadrupole Hamiltonian, equation (2.48), 
becomes: 
HQ = 
3e2qQ 
21(21 - 1)L(2L - I) (L.I)
2
 + ^ ( L . I ) - ^ L 2 I 2 (2.58) 
Crystal field interaction 
A paramagnetic ion in an ionic crystal experiences an electric field due to 
the presence of surrounding ions. In discussing the effect of these ions on the 
electronic states of the paramagnetic ion, I shall neglect the overlap of the wave 
functions of the paramagnetic ion with the wave functions of the other ions 
present. This approximation is known as crystal field theory. It is opposed 
to molecular orbital theories in which the states of the central ion and of the 
surrounding ions are combined to form a set of delocalized orbitals. The effect 
of the crystal field is to lift the degeneracy of the atomic angular momentum 
states. The strength of the crystal field varies strongly: in some crystals it 
may be so strong as to be comparable with the electron-electron interactions; 
in other cases it may be very weak. An approximation that shall be made here 
is that the crystal field is small compared to the splitting between states with 
different angular momentum L. If the spin-orbit coupling is small compared 
to the crystal field potential, the eigenstates of the crystal field within a given 
multiplet of 2L-I-1 angular momentum states are calculated first, and the spin-
orbit coupling and magnetic- and hyperfine interactions are taken into account 
by perturbation theory. In this situation the coupling between L and S is 
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weak, so the states are most conveniently expressed in the L5-representation. 
Because V^r) does not depend on the spin, the 25 + 1 spin degeneracy is not 
lifted by the crystal field. 
Matrix elements of the crystal field 
The crystal field potential V(r) has the symmetry of the crystal, assuming 
that the presence of the paramagnetic ion does not disturb this symmetry. 
The expansion of the crystal field potential in spherical harmonics makes it 
easy to calculate its matrix elements: 
oo m—t 
ν(*) = Σ Σ AlmrlYlm(u,<p). (2.59) 
J-_0 m=-/ 
According to the Wigner-Eckart theorem the matrix elements of the irreducible 
tensor operators T^fc) of rank к are all related to one another: ( 1 2 ' 1 5 ) 
ajm\T^\a'j,m') = (-iy-'n( J * { ) (a j ||T«k»¡| a'f) , 
(2.60) 
where I I is the three j-symbol for the matrix element, <16) and 
V — m q m' J 
mj¡ lT"'' ) <*'ƒ) is the reduced matrix element that is independent of the 
quantum numbers m and m'. The states |ajn?) are characterized by their 
angular momentum j , magnetic quantum number m, and additional quantum 
numbers represented by a. 
The spherical harmonics, YLM, transform under rotations as irreducible 
tensor operators of rank L. By the Wigner-Eckart theorem their matrix ele-
ments are 
{l,m'\YLM\lm) = {-lf-m'{ [ f ' W I Y ^ J / ) . (2.61) 
У —771 M 771 I X " " ' 
The reduced matrix element is in this case 
eIIY'"!D-i-if/ЯіІЩШ^±111' L ' .
 ( 2 Л 2 ) V 47Г 0 0 0 
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If only matrix elements of the crystal field that are diagonal in I have to be 
determined, it is possible to write the YLM as a linear combination of sym-
metrized products of the components of the angular momentum operator L. 
The matrix elements of the spherical harmonics are proportional to the matrix 
elements of the equivalent operator LLM: 
(lm' \YLM\lm) = ai (lm\LLM\ lm), (2.63) 
in the notation of Abragam and Bleaney. ^4 1 
2.3 The spin Hamiltonian 
The interactions of a single electron with an external field, B, and a nucleus 
with nuclear spin, I, are summarized in the Hamiltonian: 
He = ßB'(L + 2S) + \L-S + 
9eß9NßN (г'3) [ЩЬ + 1) - к] LS -
9eß9NßN (г'3) { ¿f [(L-I) (L-S) + (L-S) (ІЛ)] - L-l} -
3e2qQ W.if + 1 (L.i) _ ÎL2I2" -
2I{2I -l)L{2L-l) V ' 2y ' 3 
9ΝβΝΒΊ, (2.64) 
where λ is the spin-orbit coupling constant. The other terms were described 
in the previous section. To calculate the spin Hamiltonian parameters the 
Hamiltonian is split into two parts: 
H = H0 + He, (2.65) 
where HQ contains the Coulomb interaction and the crystal field energy. In the 
absence of Я
е
, the ground state of H0, |0), is 2(2/ + 1) degenerate. It is com­
mon practice to summarize the data from EPR-experiments in terms of a set of 
parameters that occur in a modified Hamiltonian known as the spin Hamilto­
nian. In the spin Hamiltonian only spin operators occur; the spatial variables 
in the Hamiltonian (2.65) are integrated giving a set of parameters that can 
be determined experimentally. The philosophy behind the spin Hamiltonian is 
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that an EPR-experiment, performed under normal conditions, predominantly 
involves the crystal field ground state. The assumption is made that HQ is 
much larger than H
e
, i.e. H
e
 is small compared to the splitting between the 
ground state and higher crystal field levels. The influence of these higher levels 
can be calculated by perturbation theory. Since only the ground state is of 
interest, an effective Hamiltonian can be defined that operates on the ground 
state only. (17'18> To calculate the spin Hamiltonian, the energy of the ground 
state is expanded up to second order: 
Яо = .ЕГ + (0|Я
е
|0) + £ ^ (0|Я е |п>(п|Я в |0> 
ηψΟ 
ρ(0) ρ(0) (2.66) 
For brevity the spin states have been omitted. E^ is the energy of the higher 
lying crystal field state, In). It is assumed that the ground state has no orbital 
degeneracy. This means that terms odd in the angular momentum operator 
give no first order contribution to E0. The first order terms that are obtained 
when H
e
 is substituted in (2.66) are: 
23B'S, 
д
е
рд^н(г-*)ть + 1)-к}1-8, 
-4gei3gNßN ( г " 3 ) [ i (0 \1,1, + ЗД 0)1 ƒ,5,, 
3e2qQ 
21(21 - l)L(2L - l 
-gNßNB-l. 
The second order terms include: 
v (0 |¿ , |n ) (n |¿ , |0 ) 
^ ( O I L ^ + £,Ι, |0) - h(L + 1)S4\ IJ,, 
n^O 
F ( 0 ) p(0) £/0 — Cin 
2\g
ef3gNIJN (г ) ^ ^Ö> ^т~ ^5!;« 
n^O 
р(0) р(0) 
Г/д — Hin 
3
 f\ ? д / -з\ * ( 0 1 ^ 1 п ) ( п | 1 ^
р
 + Ь
р
^ | 0 )
г с
, 
-^g^gnßs {г ) L е ч* ^ГоГ ¿ö) Wi' 
п — п 
nïO 
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where elf,k — +1 for грк an even permutation of 123; e.pj. = — 1 for ipk an 
odd permutation of 123, and ε,ρ^ = 0 if any of the г,р, к are equal. Terms 
quadratic in the spin operator and terms quadratic in the magnetic field have 
been neglected, as well as the anisotropic part of the nuclear Zeeman term and 
second order contributions to the quadrupole interaction 
To give the spin Hamiltonian a somewhat friendlier appearance the follow­
ing abbreviations are introduced: 
Ι
υ
 = \ (0 IL.L, + L A I 0) - l-L{L + 1 ) ^ , (2.67) 
Λ
υ - L· 7m =(55 ' У2т> 
n
«j - - г 2- £іРк UW Ш · ( 2 · 6 9 ) 
With the above notation, an effective Hamiltonian that operates on the 
2(27 + 1) degenerate crystal field ground state can be defined. The result is 
the familiar spin Hamiltonian: 
Н,
рм
 = /ra.g.S + I-A-S + I-P.I -
 9ί,βΝΒ·1, (2.70) 
with 
5
υ
 = 2 ( ί
υ
- λ Λ
ν
) , (2.71) 
А
г} - -geßgnßN (г'3} (к«ц + Ц1г} + 2λΑ4 - 3£λΠυ), (2.72) 
ρ - ÏÎ^Q
 Z (2 73) 
"- 21(21-l)L(2L-l),r [ (ό) 
A few remarks are in order. In this approximation the g-tensor is symmet­
ric. The hyperfine tensor, on the other hand, may contain an antisymmetric 
part through Π. When the symmetry properties of the terms in the spin Hamil­
tonian are derived on the basis of the crystal symmetry, it turns out that for 
symmetries lower than rhombic symmetry, both the ^-tensor and the hyper-
fine tensor may contain antisymmetric parts, i 1 9 - 2 1 ' In this thesis, however, all 
tensors will be assumed to be symmetric. 
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A good physical picture of the quadrupole tensor is obtained by writing the 
operator U< 2 ) (equation (2.50)) in Cartesian coordinates instead of in spherical 
polar coordinates. The operator U ( 2 ) is written in terms of a Cartesian tensor 
V defined by: 
Κ
 Ξ
 - ^
1
- =
 3
^ - ^ . (2.74) 
tJ
 drßrj г гъ 
V is the electric field gradient tensor. It describes the electric field gradient 
of the charge distribution of the electrons at the nucleus. In terms of the 
components of V, U 1 2 ' becomes ( 1 2 ) 
U±i = \\j\(V
xx
-Vyy±2iVxy), 
и
(
Л = т\^( ;
Х
±і
 У
;), (2.75) 
Since V is a symmetric tensor it is possible to find a coordinate system such 
that V is diagonal with elements Υχχ, Vyy, and Vzz- With equation (2.51) 
the quadrupole Hamiltonian becomes 
HQ =
 4/(2?- 1) \УХЯ № - l 2 ) + {VxX - VYY) W 1 + / ! l ) l · ( 2 · 7 6 ) 
The quadrupole Hamiltonian is now parameterized by defining 
{VZz) = eq, 
(VXX-VYY) Ξ
 V(VZZ). 
The coordinate system is chosen such that 
| V z Z | > | v V y | > | ^ x | . 
It seems that only two parameters are needed to determine the electric field 
gradient tensor: the quadrupole coupling constant 
_ e
2qQ 
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and the asymmetry parameter η. Three more parameters are, however, needed 
to specify its orientation. 
The quadrupole interaction, described in terms of the quadrupole coupling 
parameter, P, and the asymmetry parameter, 77, is: 
Я«, = Ρ [ ( 3 t f - I a ) + „ ( / * , + £ , ) ] . (2.78) 
That this is equivalent with the classical limit of equation (2.58) can be seen by 
taking L in equation (2.58) very large so that it becomes a "classical" vector. 
In this limit, equation (2.58) goes over into equation (2.78) with η = 0. 
2.4 Experimental 
In this section I shall give an outline of some experimental aspects of EPR. 
For the sake of argument, I consider an isotropic system with S — 1/2 placed 
in a magnetic field B. The spin Hamiltonian for this system is 
Hipm = geßB-S. (2.79) 
The magnetic field direction is chosen as r-direction, so the spin Hamiltonian 
becomes 
#.„„ = 9eßBSz. (2.80) 
The eigenstates of Sz are denoted as |Q) and \ß} and defined by the following 
relations 
S;\a)=1-\a), 
S,\ß) = -\\ß)· (2.81) 
The eigenvalues of H,^ are thus found to be 
Ea = \9eßB, (2.82) 
E0 = -\geßB. (2.83) 
From equation (2.82) it is clear that the splitting between the two energy levels 
varies linearly with the applied field. 
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There are in principle two ways to do a resonance experiment. The first 
is to apply a fixed magnetic field and vary the frequency until resonance is 
observed. The alternative is to fix the frequency and sweep the magnetic 
field. In NMR-experiments, where the applied magnetic fields are generated by 
superconducting magnets, the first method is preferable. In EPR-experiments 
it is usually more convenient to sweep the magnetic field. The reason is that 
the resonant cavities and wave guides that are employed limit the range over 
which the frequency can be swept. 
According to time dependent perturbation theory the transition probability 
for a transition between |a) and \ß) is proportional to the square of the matrix 
element 
Pa^0cx\(a\BrS\ß)\\ (2.84) 
where Bj is the magnetic component of the oscillatory field. The matrix ele-
ments of 5- between |Q) and \ß) vanish. This means that to observe resonance, 
the oscillatory field must have a component in the plane perpendicular to the 
static magnetic field, B . This determines, to a large extent, the geometry of 
the resonant cavities that are used in EPR-experiments. The selection rule 
Δ m
s
 = ± 1 follows from the fact that S
x
 and Sy have only non-zero matrix 
elements between states with magnetic quantum numbers differing by one. 
To obtain a better signal to noise ratio, the static magnetic field is mod­
ulated at 100 KHz. The signal is amplified by a narrow band amplifier, thus 
considerably reducing the noise with frequency components outside the range 
of the narrow band amplifier. The consequence of this measuring technique is 
that the derivative of the E P R spectrum is obtained (see figure 2.1). 
Of course the above is only a very brief description of an ideal system. Na­
ture provides a wide variety of systems with various degrees of complexity. To 
analyze such systems certain approximations and assumptions are necessary. 
The systems described in this thesis were measured on two different appa­
ratus. ThBr4:Pa 4 + , (chapter 4), was measured at X-band on a Varian E-12 
EPR-spectrometer. The measurements on K^SeO^Cu2"1", (chapter 6), were 
done after digital techniques had made their way into our laboratory. The 
results for this system were obtained by means of a Bruker ESP-300 EPR-
spectrometer, also operating at X-band frequency. The data were analyzed by 
a universal program for analyzing EPR-spectra, MAGRES. ( 2 2 ' 2 3 ) 
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a 
Figure 2.1: a. Absorption spectrum; b. Derivative spectrum 
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Chapter 3 
The incommensurable phase 
In this chapter I shall consider the incommensurable phase in crystals. The 
most conspicuous change in structure on entering the incommensurable phase 
is the disappearance of the 3-dimeiisional lattice translation symmetry. The 
absence of the lattice translation symmetry leads to very characteristic line-
shapes in optical and magnetic resonance spectra. A description of the ob-
served lineshape based on Landau's theory of phase transitions was given by 
Blinc. (1' In the first section of this chapter I shall give an outline of the ap-
plication of Landau theory to the incommensurable phase. In the subsequent 
section the consequences of the incommensurable modulation for the magnetic 
resonance spectrum are discussed within the framework of the theory of Blinc. 
An alternative way to determine the effect of the incommensurable mod-
ulation on optical and magnetic resonance spectra is to study the effect of 
the modulation on the crystal field potential. In normal crystalline phases the 
symmetry of the crystal is used to obtain the form of the crystal field potential. 
Crystal field theory or ligand field theory can then be used to calculate the 
parameters that determine the optical or EPR spectrum. 
An incommensurable crystal does not belong to one of the 3-dimensional 
space groups, rather the symmetry of the crystal is determined by a higher 
dimensional superspace group. The theory of superspace symmetry of incom-
mensurable crystals as developed by De Wolff, Janner and Janssen (2_5) is the 
subject of section 3.3. The last section of this chapter deals with the determi-
nation of form of the crystal field potential in the incommensurable phase. 
36 
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3.1 Landau theory of phase transitions 
A phenomenological description of phase transitions was developed by L. D. 
Landau in 1937. ' 6 ) It provides an elegant way to describe structural phase 
transitions. In essence the theory is a macroscopic theory dealing with macro­
scopic quantities and, therefore, like thermodynamics, it does not give infor­
mation on the behavior of individual particles that make up the solid. It does, 
however, render more specific information about the symmetry of the system. 
In this sense it can be said that Landau theory occupies an intermediate po­
sition between a macroscopic theory that gives no information at all about 
the constituents of a system, and a microscopic theory that ventures to give a 
detailed account of all the interactions in a system. 
3.1.1 Free energy and the order parameter 
The structure of a solid can be described by its density function ρο(τ). For 
a crystalline solid, the density function is invariant under the transformations 
of a space group Go- For a given temperature and pressure the free energy 
of the solid will be at a minimum if the density function represents a stable 
structure. 
At a structural phase transition the symmetry changes across the phase 
transition. The phase below the phase transition temperature will be assumed 
to have a lower symmetry than the high temperature phase. Thus, below 
the phase transition temperature, the free energy will have its minimum for a 
density function which is invariant under the transformations of a space group 
G С Go. 
In the neighborhood of a structural phase transition, the density function 
will only be slightly different from ро(т): 
p(r) = po(r) + M r ) , (3.1) 
where δρ{τ) represents the change in the density function. Since the main 
interest is in the change in symmetry, δρ(τ) is split into two parts: 
M r ) = δρ0(τ) + 6pe(r). (3.2) 
The first part, δρο(τ), has the symmetry of the density function po(r) and will 
be included in ρο(τ) in the following, whereas δρ
ε
(τ) has the symmetry of G. 
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The change in the density function, 6р
е
(т), is expanded in terms of irre­
ducible basis functions of Go' 
δρ
ε
(τ) = Σ ƒ А
Ріг
(к)0
р
,
г
(к|г) dk, (3.3) 
ρ, г 
where the summation is over the small representations Гр of the group of k, 
and the integration is over all distinct stars. The subscript г designates the 
basisfunctions that belong to the same small representation Γρ. 
In the neighborhood of the phase transition, 6p
e
(r) is small, which implies 
that the functions ^ . ( k l r ) are also small. The functions 0p i !(k|r) are replaced 
by a normalized set of basis functions, ^ДкІг), and the coefficients Api,(k) are 
replaced by a set of small parameters /?р,
г
(к). The elements of G0 transform the 
functions 0p i t(k|r) into linear combinations of each other. Alternatively, the 
functions ^ДкІг) can be fixed and the coefficients r?p,i(k) can be transformed. 
Near a continuous phase transition, the free energy can be expanded in a 
Taylor series of the coefficients ^ ¡ (k) : 
ôF(T,P,p(r)) F(T,P,p(r)) = F{T,P,PO{T)) + 
др(т) ¿pe(r) + · · · , (3.4) Po(r) 
where Τ and Ρ stand for temperature and pressure, respectively. With equa­
tion (3.3) this expansion can be written as an expansion in the components 
»7p,»(k): 
F = F0 + Р х ^ Л к ) ) + Pai W k ) ) + · • •, (3-5) 
where I have simplified the notation by omitting the arguments of the free 
energy. The P
n
 represent polynomials of order π in the coefficients ^ ( k ) . 
So far, a very general form of the free energy for a continuous structural 
phase transition has been written down. Considerations of symmetry and con­
tinuity are invoked to obtain a more specific form for the free energy expansion. 
The fact that the free energy has to be invariant for the transformations of 
Go α implies that each degree in the Taylor expansion of the free energy must 
be invariant under the transformations of Go- This excludes the presence of a 
"The application of an element of Go to the crystal can be looked upon as a coordinate 
transformation The physical properties of the crystal are not changed under action of 
elements of Go, and so the free energy must be invariant under transformations of Go-
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first order term in equation (3.5) because δρ
ε
(τ) is, by definition, not invariant 
under the transformations of GQ. The first non-zero term in the expansion of 
the free energy in equation (3.5) is also of second order in the 7?р.і(к). It has 
the form Σ , ^ Д к ) '. To second order the free energy thus becomes 
Γ = Γ0 + Σ[ ар(т\к) Σ ^,(k) dk. (3.6) 
P J г 
Since the free energy is assumed to be a continuous function of temperature 
and pressure near the phase transition, the coefficients in the expansion must 
also be continuous functions of temperature and pressure. Above the phase 
transition temperature, T/, the minimum of the free energy occurs when all 
т/рДк) are equal to zero. Since the free energy is to lowest order a quadratic 
function of the 77р
іг
(к), this is only possible if the coefficients Qp(r|k) multiply­
ing the invariant quadratic terms are positive for Τ > Tj. Below T/, not all the 
ap(r|k) can be positive because in that case the minimum of the free energy 
would again correspond to 77p,,(k) = 0 for all η
ΡΛ
(\ί). Therefore, at least one of 
the coefficients ap(r|k) must change sign at T/. 
Let ap(r|k) = 0 for к = ко at Τ/. The order parameter is defined as the set 
77pit(ko), with the 77pit(ko) the components of the order parameter; their number 
is equal to the dimension, л, of the small representation of ко multiplied by 
the number of vectors, s, in the star of ко. If the order parameter satisfies 
certain requirements, expressed by the so called Lifschitz criterion, it can be 
shown that the low temperature phase is a crystallographic space group. 
In the incommensurable phase, that exists between temperatures Tj and 
Tc, at least one of the components of the ко vector changes continuously with 
temperature. Therefore, the incommensurable phase cannot be described by a 
single irreducible representation of the order parameter, but the order parame­
ter is to be described by a continuously changing set of inequi valent irreducible 
representations. If the temperature is lowered beneath T/ commensurable do­
mains separated by so called discommensurations are formed in the incommen­
surable phase. The size of the commensurable domains increases at the cost 
of the incommensurable phase as the transition temperature T
c
 is approached. 
Below T
c
, the vector ko is temperature independent and its components are 
"simple" rationed numbers. In this so called lock-in phase the crystal belongs 
bIt is assumed that the coefficients ijp,,(k) are real. 
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to one of the crystallographic space groups. 
Different approaches have been taken to construct a free energy function 
to describe the incommensurable phase within the frame work of Landau the­
ory. ' 7 ) Without going into detail, I shall, in the next section, use a model free 
energy density function /(ρ,θ,ρ,θ) to illustrate how the EPR lineshape can 
be derived by the use of Landau theory. 
3.1.2 A model free energy function 
A description of the incommensurable phase within the framework of Landau 
theory faces the problem that in the incommensurable phase the order param­
eter symmetry is not well defined. Different models have been developed to 
overcome this problem. ( 7 ) I shall use the following model free energy density, 
ϊ(ρ,θ,ρ,θ), to illustrate how the E P R lineshape can be derived by the use of 
Landau theory ( 7 ) : 
Ηρ,θ,ρ,Ο) = 1-αρ2 + ^ / V + i / V cos 40 - δρ2θ + 1-σ{ρ2 + p202),(3.7) 
where a, /3,, è and σ are constants that depend on temperature and pressure. 
The order parameter has two components, p(x) and θ{χ) that depend on one 
position coordinate, x. The dot over ρ and θ indicates the first derivative 
with respect to position. The order parameter components are written here in 
"polar" coordinates (p(x), θ(χ)): the first component p{x) represents the length 
of a vector in order parameter space; the second component, 9{x) represents 
the phase of the vector. 
The five terms in the free energy density have different natures. The first 
three terms "favor" the formation of a commensurable phase. The remaining 
two terms are invariant polynomials of the derivatives of the order parameter 
components and "favor" the formation of an incommensurable phase. 
The free energy of the crystal is obtained by integrating the free energy 
density over the length L of the crystal: 
F= [L f(p,e,pj)dx. (3.8) 
Jo 
The minimum of the free energy is found by solving the Euler-Lagrange 
equations for equation (3.8): 
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d df df 
ix dp dp 
d df 
dxdè 
df 
д 
(3.9) 
As a simplification, I shall make the assumption that the amplitude ρ is 
constant. With this assumption, the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
gives the differential equation for θ which is known as the sine-Gordon equa­
tion: 
¿ ^ - ^ sin40. (3.10) 
σ 
As will be shown in the next section, only the first derivative of θ is needed 
to calculate the EPR lineshape. It can easily be obtained from the sine-Gordon 
equation by multiplying both sides by θ and integrating. The expression for θ 
found in this way is 
¿2
 = i^!_cos40 + C·, (3.11) 
2 £7 
where С is an integration constant. By setting 
» = Ì 2 < (3.12) 
¿ σ 
and introducing 
M2 = - ^ , (3.13) 
equation (3.11) can be written in a compact form: 
0 = ^ V l - μ2 sin2 20, (3.14) 
μ 
where only those solutions for which 0 < μ 2 < 1 are physically relevant. 
First consider temperatures close to Γ/. In this case no commensurable 
regions are present and the term \3ip* cos 40 in the free energy density is small. 
From equations (3.12) and (3.13) it follows that μ « 0. From equation (3.14) 
it is seen that in this case 0 is almost constant. This means that the variation 
of the phase is uniform throughout the crystal. If the temperature is further 
lowered, the low temperature commensurable phase becomes more and more 
stable and commensurable regions start to appear in the incommensurable 
phase. The coefficient /?2 becomes larger compared to b and σ, and in the 
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extreme case μ » 1. Then θ « 0 for θ = π/4 mod π/2, and θ « y/bjjμ for 
0 = 0 mod π/2. Thus, commensurable regions of constant phase are separated 
by phase solitons, regions in which the phase rapidly changes (see figure 3.1). 
Φ / 
11 
» X 
Figure 3.1: Variation of the phase as a function of position in a multi-soliton lattice. 
3.2 E P R lineshape of an incommensurable crystal 
An EPR spectrum of a single crystal consists of a number of more or less sharp 
resonance lines. The number of lines reflects the number of magnetically in-
equivalent sites in the unit cell. In an incommensurable crystal the translation 
symmetry is lost and all molecules become magnetically inequi valent. In the 
E P R spectrum this results in a continuous distribution of resonance lines. 
Therefore, the EPR spectrum of an incommensurable crystal resembles the 
E P R spectrum of a powder. There are, however, significant differences. The 
intensity of the resonance line is proportional to the number of paramagnetic 
ions that is at resonance at a given magnetic field. This number is determined 
by the rate of change of the resonance field as a function of position, thus: 
ЦВ)-С{%У. (3.15) 
with a proportionality constant C. The EPR spectrum is the convolution of 
the intensity I{B) of the resonance line and a lineshape function L{B): 
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S(B)= f I(B')L(B-B')dB'. (3.16) 
To evaluate the intensity, the relation between the resonance field and the 
phase angle, θ(χ), must be clarified. The displacement of the atoms from the 
high temperature positions is given by the displacement function, u(x), which 
can be written in terms of the order parameter components ρ and Θ: 
u(x) — aipcose(x) + 02psinö(x), (3.17) 
or alternatively 
u(.r) = Acos(e(x) +
 0) = Асовф{х). (3.18) 
where #o depends on the mixing of the two order parameter components and A 
is the amplitude of the modulation. The relation between the resonance field, 
B, and the displacement function is found by expanding the resonance field in 
powers of u(x): 
В = B0 + B1 cos φ(χ) + -Bi cos2 φ{χ) + • • •, (3.19) 
where B0 is the resonance field in the high temperature phase, and Bi and B2 
are expansion coefficients. 
3.2.1 Plane wave limit 
If μ » 0 in equation (3.14), ф(х) is a linear function of x, and from the 
expression for u{x) in equation (3.18) it is seen that the displacement function 
is a plane wave: 
u{x) = Acos{qx + e0). (3.20) 
For the intensity one finds from equation (3.15): 
I{B) = C άΒάφ 
άφ dx 
(3.21) 
which gives upon substitution of equation (3.19) 
C' 
Tí p¡\ — l'i 99^ 
^ ' ~ \{В1+В2С05ф{х))8ІПф{х)\' 
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The intensity is strongly peaked for those values of φ(χ) for which the 
denominator becomes zero, thus for 
8Іп<Д(х) = 0, 
or 
(3.23) 
(3.24) Bi + B2COS<t>(x) = 0. 
The edge singularities occur at resonance fields 
B1 = B0 - Bl + 1-B2 
Br = B0 + By + ^^2· 
If 1^ 21 > I-Sili a third singularity occurs at 
в
т
 = в0-
 1
-B\IB2. 
In figure 3.2 an example of an EPR spectrum with two edge singularities 
and a Gaussian lineshape function is given. The asymmetric form of the edge 
singularities is characteristic of the line shape of an incommensurable crystal. 
a 
Figure 3.2: EPR spectrum of an incommensurable crystal, a. Absorption spectrum; 
b. Derivative spectrum. 
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3.2.2 Multi-soliton lattice 
In the limiting case μ « 1 in equation (3.14), the phase is not a linear function 
of x. The position dependence of the phase as given by equation (3.14) leads 
to a more complicated intensity function, given by: 
1(B) C" 
(B1 + B2 cos φ(χ)) sinφ{χ)y/l - μ2 sin2 2{φ{χ) - θ0) 
(3.25) 
The extra factor in the denominator leads to extra singularities in 1(B), the 
so called soliton lines, for 
sin2 2(φ(χ) - θ0) = 1. (3.26) 
Some of these extra soliton lines may coincide with the edge singularities, so 
the number of soliton lines that actually appears in the spectrum depends on 
the phase θ0. Figure 3.3 gives an example of an EPR spectrum of a multi 
soliton-lattice. 
Figure 3.3: EPR spectrum of a multi-soliton lattice. 
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3.3 Superspace symmetry 
An alternative description of the incommensurable phase is offered by the 
superspace theory. It has the advantage over Landau theory that the incom­
mensurable phase has a well defined symmetry. In this section an outline of 
the superspace theory is given; in the next section the symmetry properties 
of the incommensurable phase are used to find the form of the crystal field 
potential in the incommensurable phase. 
In an incommensurable crystal with a displacive modulation, the atoms 
are displaced from their high temperature equilibrium positions by a periodic 
displacement. Let the high temperature phase belong to the space group Go-
The positions of the atoms are given by 
г (η, J) = τ, + η + f > ( Φ ( Γ , + η) + àj), (3.27) 
where r , gives the position of the atom in the unit cell, η is a lattice vector 
of the high temperature lattice, and f^ u ( q ^ r , 4- n) + φ}) is the periodic dis­
placement of the atom in the incommensurable phase. The wave vector of the 
incommensurable modulation is q: 
q = aa* +/3b* + 7C*, (3.28) 
with a*, b* and c* the reciprocal vectors to the basis vectors a, b and с òf 
the high temperature lattice, AQ, respectively, with at least one of a, /3, 7 
irrational. Since the wavelength of the modulation is incommensurable with 
the lattice parameters, the phases, ф1, in the modulation wave of the atoms 
are distributed uniformly and densely between 0 and 2π. Therefore, the phase 
in the modulation wave is taken as a continuous variable t. 
A translation over a lattice vector s, changes the phase in the modulation 
wave by an amount q-s and thus the displacement of the atom after translation 
is different from the displacement of the atom before the translation, as can be 
seen from equation (3.27). The translation symmetry can be restored, however, 
by accompanying the translation with a change in the phase t such that 
q-s + 1 ' = t mod 2π. (3.29) 
Thus, a simultaneous lattice translation, s, accompanied by a phase shift, 
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t' = t - q-s mod 27r (3.30) 
leaves the crystal invariant. 
The phase parameter t can be considered to be an additional coordinate 
that is needed to specify the position of the atoms. The axis of the fourth 
coordinate is chosen in the direction d that is perpendicular to a, b , and c. 
The atoms now appear as strings along the d-direction of the 4-dimensional 
space spanned by a, b , c, and d. Their atomic positions in the 4-dimensional 
space can now be written as 
r. j = (г, + п + Г ; и(я-(г, + п) + ^ + 0.*<1). (3.31) 
An incommensurable crystal сгт be considered as a section of these strings of 
constant t of the 4-dimensional space. (2·3·8 ) 
Formally this can be described in a (3-|-l)-dimensional superspace V, ( 9 ) : 
V. = V@ Vj, (3.32) 
formed by the direct sum of the position space or external space, V, in which 
the three vectors a, b , and с are defined and the one-dimensional internal 
space, V}, in which the vector d is defined. 
A vector in superspace is written as r , = (r, г Д where г is a vector in 
the external space and TJ is a vector in the internal space. The pattern of the 
strings considered above describes a modulated crystal which is invariant with 
respect to the translation of the lattice Σ with basis 
а, = (а,-с«1), b f = ( b , - / J d ) , c s = (c, -ηά), at = {Q,A), (3.33) 
where |d | is normalized to 2π. The basis vectors for the reciprocal lattice, Σ*, 
are found to be: 
a; = (a*,0), b ; = (b*,0), c; = (c*,0), d; = (q,<r) . (3.34) 
What has been said for point-like atoms can now also be formulated for 
the density function ρ(τ). The density function can be embedded in the 4-
dimensional space and the superspace symmetry of the crystal can be used to 
derive the constraints the incommensurability puts on the three dimensioned 
representation of the density function. ( 5 ) 
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To derive these constraints, the density function of the crystal is written 
as a Fourier sum: 
ρ(Γ) = ρο(Γ) + Σ/Ά(Γ), (3.35) 
where A runs over positive and negative integers and 
px(r)= Σ PA(K + Aq)e ! ( K f A4> r, (3.36) 
Кел; 
with К = ha* + A-b* + /c* and PA(K + Aq) the Fourier coefficients of рх(т). 
The corresponding supercrystal in the 4-dimensional superspace is obtained by 
defining a vector k, = (h, k,l, A) with respect to the lattice basis of equation 
(3.34): 
k, = /га; + kbl + lel + Ad;, (3.37) 
and analogously a vector r, with respect to the basis of equation (3.33), 
r, = xa, + yb
s
 + zc
a
 + td
s
. (3.38) 
The density of the supercrystal is then: <9) 
p
s
(T
s
)= Σ P(k)e ' k ' r · , (3.39) 
h,U,A 
where 
р(Ъ) = ^ — f e-'krp(r)dr. (3.40) 
(2π) J 
Although an incommensurable crystal does not belong to a 3-dimensional 
space group, the extension to a 4-dimensional superspace makes it possible 
to assign a superspace group, G,, to the crystal. By construction, р
в
{т
в
) is 
invariant for G
e
. The elements of G, are defined by an external part, g, 
operating on V, and an internal part, g¡, operating on V}: 
9, = (g,9i) 
g={R\t} (3.41) 
9i = {e\ti} 
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with Rq = eq; e = ± 1 . Different notations for the elements of G
a
 are in use. 
In the split basis notation the elements of G
s
 are defined as 
Л = {А,Д/|1,^}, (3.42) 
and in the lattice basis notation as 
9
e
 = {R
s
\t
s
} = {R,RI\ts}. (3.43) 
One can show that the set of external components {iï|t} forms a 3-dimensional 
space group G, which very often is the space group GQ of the non-modulated 
high temperature structure. 
The transformation properties of the рл(г) under the external components 
of G
a
 are derived from the application of an element 
g
s
 = {Д.еІМ/}, 
to рДг,). The invariance condition for р
в
{т,) is 
p(k) = p(R{K + х
ч
))
е
^к+х
Ч
)і+гжим
Іт ( 3 44) 
Comparing this with the transformation under g in real space: 
Pgpx(r) = рдОГ1!·), (3.45) 
it is found that р\(т) transforms under the external part of g
a
 as: 
Р
д
р
х
(т) = р
еХ
(т)е2™м'. (3.46) 
The extra phase factor "corrects" for the fact that the transformation g leads 
to another position in the crystal with another phase in the modulation wave. 
PX(T) can also be characterized by the 3-dimensional space group representa­
tions. р\{т) belongs to the irreducible representation of the translation group 
of the basic structure, Ло, with character: 
Ы п ) = е - Л ч а > (3.47) 
as can be seen from the application of a translation η to equation (3.36). ρ\{τ) 
is expanded in irreducible basis functions, 0p,t(r), of the space group GQ: 
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ΡΑ(Γ) = Σ < , Μ ' ) . (З·48) 
Ρ: 
ρ,ι 
where с*, is the expansion coefficient of the i th basis function, ф
р<„ of the p
t h 
irreducible representation of G0. Under an element g = {R |t} of the group of 
q, Gq, the coefficients c*, transform as: 
Ρ^Ρ^Σ^^Κ^ΚΓ ( 3 · 4 9 ) 
j 
where D^^R) are the matrix elements of the p t h irreducible representation of 
the point group of q. For the elements of Gq, e = +1 since Rq = q. Comparing 
equation (3.46) with equation (3.49) gives: 
Σ e-'^D^R)^ = e2"lXl'cxp<l. (3.50) 
This expression can be further simplified using 
t, = iia, + Uh, + Í3CS + ¿4ds = (t, tj), (3.51) 
and 
ti = U - q-t. (3.52) 
Thus, equation (3.50) becomes 
£ ^ ( Д ) с
р
А
, , = е
2
™
А<<с
р
 (3.53) 
j 
This equation is not restricted to the density function of the crystal alone; 
it holds for any scalar operator and can be extended to tensor operators of 
a higher rank. Let T ^ ( r ) be a tensor operator of rank k. Like the density 
function, T ^ ( r ) is written as a Fourier sum: 
T ( * ) ( r ) = T ( * ) ( r ) + £ T W ( r ) ) ( 3 5 4 ) 
with 
Ti f c ) (r)= ^ Τ1?{К + Aq)eî(K+A4)-r. (3.55) 
Кел; 
In the same way as for the density function, it is found that 
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P / T ^ r W · · = Σ # Ά · · · T^iv^.e2™*'. (3.56) 
μι/· · 
The components of Т^ (г), Τ[ (τ)
α
β..., can be expanded in terms of irreducible 
tensor operators 5^' : 
Tlk\rU.. = Eca0-A
k)
- ( 3 · 5 7 ) 
Я 
From the transformation properties of the irreducible tensor operators and 
equations (3.56) and (3.57), it follows that: 
Σ D?q(n)cxa0..,q, = e2"M* Σ Ra,R0l, • • • <£„..„, (3.58) 
q' μν-
where D .AR) are the elements of the transformation matrices of the irre­
ducible tensor operators S^. This equation reduces to (3.53) for tensors of 
rank к = 0. Expression (3.53) can be used to derive the superspace group 
to which the incommensurable crystal belongs. If the 3-dimensional symme­
try of the crystal is known, for example from neutron or X-ray diffraction, 
expression (3.53) is used to determine the 4-dimensional generators of the su­
perspace group. In chapter 5 the superspace group of ThBr4 will be derived 
in this way. Once the superspace group is known, equations (3.53) and (3.58) 
impose restrictions on the irreducible representations that can be present in 
the expansion of a tensor operator in terms of λ (equation (3.54)). 
3.4 The crystal field operator in incommensurable crystals 
In this section a perturbative expansion of the crystal field operator for an 
incommensurable crystal will be derived. This expansion is used in chapter 5 
to calculate optical and EPR spectra in the incommensurable phase. Details 
of the derivation are given in appendix A. The crystal field potential, У(г), 
defined as 
^
г ) = /r^ïïdr'' (3·59) 
J |r — rI 
is written as a Fourier sum: 
П Г ) =
 0 ( Г ) + 5 > А ( Г ) , (3.60) 
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where 
VX(T) = Σ д (К + Aq) е1<К+АЧ)-г. (3.61) 
кеда 
In the same way as in the preceding section for the density function, the 
л(г) are expanded in irreducible basis functions. In calculations it is often 
advantageous to use symmetry-adapted spherical harmonics as basis functions. 
First, the fact that the crystal field potential must be real is used to write (т) 
as a sum over positive values of λ only: 
V(r) = Voir) + Σ Σ U(K + Aq)e,<K+A<')-r+ 
λ>ο KeA¿ 
VrA*(K + Äq)e-*(K+A4,r. (3.62) 
This form of the crystal field potential holds for a certain position г in the 
crystal. In the high temperature phase the crystal field potential has the 
symmetry of the lattice and is invariant under translations over a lattice vector 
n. In the incommensurable phase the three dimensional translation symmetry 
is lost and the crystal field potential is no longer invariant under translations 
over a lattice vector n. The crystal field at other positions in the lattice can 
be found by applying the translation operator, P{i\n}, to the potential, V(r), 
in equation (3.62): 
P {i|n}^(r) = f ( r - n ) = 
Vo(r) + E Σ й ( К + Л
ч
) е , ( К + А ч ) г е - , А ч - п + 
λ>ο К€Л; 
К
А
*(К + Л
Ч
) е - , ( К + А ч ) г е , А ч п . (3.63) 
Because q is incommensurable with the high temperature lattice vector n, 
the phase, q«n, varies continuously as η "moves" through the crystal. The 
phase in the modulation wave is determined up to an arbitrary phase, φο, 
because q-n is the phase of г + η relative to the phase of r. In the following 
I shall write for the phase in the modulation wave q-n =</>, thereby setting 
00 = 0. 
The decomposition of (т,ф) into spherical harmonics is achieved using 
the plane wave decomposition 
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oo J 
e*'
1
 = Σ Σ 4πι,
Λ
(ΛΓ) Y,*M φ)^ Υ,Μ φ)*. (3.64) 
í = 0 m - - l 
The crystal field potential in terms of spherical harmonics thus becomes: 
l/(r, ф) = V0{T) + Σ Σ AL >im(i>, Ψ)ί е-іХф + AÙ У,;,«?, ψ^ e**, 
λ>0 í,m 
(3.65) 
with 
^ m = Σ ^ ( К + А
Ч
)47гг'
Л
(Ат)У/;(19, р)к, (3.66) 
К € л ; 
with 
к = |К + \q\ (3.67) 
and k the unit vector in the direction of К + Aq. 
To find an expression for the A¡m in terms of the modulation amplitude and 
the atomic positions, let the density function, p(r), be defined by the lattice 
A0. The density function of the crystal can then be written as: 
P(r) = E e J Σ PjiT-tin.j)), (3.68) 
j пеЛо 
with r(n, j) as in equation (3.27). The crystal field potential can be expressed 
as: 
v(') = Σ 4 Σ / ,. Pj_(r'! _»&· (3-69) ^  / i—T^^-ñ^ 
, rtj |Г-Г(П,;)-Г'| 
(т) is the convolution of ^ ejPj(r) and 
у I 
. t ï e | r - r (n , j ) | ' 
so the Fourier transform of (т) is: 
'
T { ,
"
r , , =ÇÎ 4 > Î T l '"" , ' , , f T{^râ}· ^0» 
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The Fourier transform of /зДг) is by definition 
FT{pJ(T)} = pJ(k). (3.71) 
and the Fourier transform of 
v I 
ntí0 | r-r(n,j) | 
is (see appendix A) 
1 Ì FT I Y -
UÍí„l'--r(n,j)|j 
( 2 # Σ Σ A-^-k-fJe-^^-^+'^Aik-iK + Aq)). (3.72) 
Vo
 А кел ; l
kl 
With equations (3.71) and (3.72), V(r) can be written as 
ν-Μ^'-ΣΣ Σ №^я
д ( - ( к + лч,г,,х 
V o
 з А кел· І
К
 + ЛЧІ 
е
-«(Кт ; -А^) е г (К+А Ч )г 
(3.73) 
where VQ is the volume of the crystal. Comparison with equation (3.61) shows 
that 
M 4 ;
 V0 ¿f |K + Aq|2 
ЯА(-(К + А
ч
) . ^ ) е - 1 ( К ^ ' o m M ^ ) . (3.74) 
From equation (3.66) it follows that 
<=(2^ΣΣ^νΑ,-(κ
 + Α4κ,* 
V
o j кел; |K + Aq| 
WMk^YSJe^er^^^'K (3.75) 
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Equation (3.75) gives the expansion coefficients in terms of ЯА( — ( К + Aq)·^), 
which is a function of the modulation amplitude f. In the case of a sinusoidal 
modulation, 
u(q-(rj + n) + <£_,) = sin0(r(n, j ) ) , (3.76) 
the function H\(—(K + Aq)·^) is the Bessel function of order A: 
# A ( - ( K + A q K ) = Л ( - ( К + Aq).f ;). (3.77) 
In appendix A, the coefficients A^
m
 are written for a sinusoidal modulation with 
the Bessel function expanded in a power series of the modulation amplitude. 
The phase dependent crystal field potential for incommensurable crystals, 
equation (3.65), that was derived in this chapter is completely analogous with 
the crystal field potential in "normal" crystals. In a "normal" crystal, the 
number of terms in the expansion of the crystal field in spherical harmonics is 
restricted by the site symmetry for which the crystal field is determined. The 
phase dependent crystal field can also be expanded in spherical harmonics as 
is demonstrated in equation (3.65). To determine which terms will be present 
in the expression, the site symmetry in superspace has to be considered. As 
a matter of speech it can be said that the expression for the crystal field in 
equation (3.65) describes the crystal field for a "string of atoms" that are 
continuously distributed over the phase 0. 
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Chapter 4 
EPR study of ThBr4 in the incommensurable phase 
Thorium tetrabromide, ThBr4, occurs in two modifications. Below Τ = 700 
К, the Q-form with space group symmetry Mi/a (C%h) is stable. The high 
temperature form, /3-ThBr4, is stable above Г = 700 К but is often obtained 
as a metastable form at lower temperatures when crystals are grown from 
the melt. ( 1 ) β-ΤΥιΒτ^ exhibits a structural phase transition to an incommen­
surable phase at Τ = 95 К, as was discovered with Raman spectroscopy in 
1981. ( 2 ' In later years, the incommensurable phase of ThBr4 was studied 
with different techniques. Neutron scattering experiments ( 3 ' revealed that 
the phase transition originates in an optical soft mode with a wave vector 
q ~ 0.3c*. Measurements of the q-vcctor from Τ = 95 К down to Τ = 1.5 
К showed that the length of the wave vector is almost independent of tem­
perature with a value q = (0 3115 ± 0.0015)c*. ( 4 ) The fact that the wave 
vector is almost temperature independent could mean that the structure is 
not incommensurable, but is in fact a superstructure with a very large unit 
cell. I shall, however, consider the low temperature phase of ß-ThBv^ as 
incommensurable. 
In this chapter, I describe EPR experiments on ThBr4 doped with pro-
tactinium(IV), Pa 4 + . The first section deals with the structure of ThBr4, 
both in the high temperature phase and in the incommensurable phase. The 
EPR experiments and their interpretation are considered in the subsequent 
section. 
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4.1 Structure of ThBr 4 
4.1-1 High temperature phase 
The space group of ¡3-ΤΙιΒτ4 is I4i/amd (D\l). ( 5 , 6 ) The body centered unit 
cell has dimensions α — b = 8.93 Â, с = 7.96 Â and contains four ThBr4 
units. In figure 4.1, the primitive unit cell is shown. 
Figure 4.1: Primitive cell of ThBr4 at room temperature. One Th4+ ion is at 
the origin; the other is at (0,1/2,1/4). The eight Br - ions make up the nearest 
(3,4,5,6) and next nearest (1,2,7,8) neighbor shells. 
Each thorium atom is surrounded by two deformed tetrahedra: one is 
formed by the bromine atoms 1,2,7,8; the other one consists of bromine 
atoms 3,4.5,6. The site symmetry of the thorium atoms is Z^d· The bromine 
atoms are located at positions with symmetry Cs. In table 4.1.1 the positions 
of the thorium and bromine atoms are given. 
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Index Coordinates 
T h 4 + positions 
1 
2 
Br" 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
0,0,0 
0,1/2,: 
positions 
{/,1/2, 
i/,1/2, 
0,tf,r 
0,y,-
i/,0,r 
l/.O.c 
0,1/2 
1/4 
1/4 
1/4 
- y . 
0,1/2 + j / , 
+ c 
+-
1/4 -z 
1/4-.-
Table 4.1: Positions of the thorium and 
bromine atoms in the high temperature 
phase. The thorium atoms are at the 4a 
positions, the bromine atoms at the 16h 
positions. ( 7 ) y = 0.31, ; = -0.08 l 5 ) 
4.1.2 Incommensurable phase 
Below Τ = 95 К the bromine atoms are displaced from their high temperature 
eciuilibrium positions. Neutron scattering data ( 3 ) and Raman and infrared 
data ' 2 ) allowed the displacements to be identified as caused by a frozen soft 
mode with a wave vector q = 0.3115c*. The soft mode transforms as the 
r
4
-representation (notation according to Kovalev ( 8 >) of the group of q, C4,,. 
The static displacement, иц., of bromine atom к in the unit cell with position 
vector n/, can be expressed as 
иц. = v « q e f c ( q k V , q , r ? ' ) + c.c. (4.1) 
where m is the mass of a bromine atom. Qq the order parameter, e/;.(q|r4) 
is the soft mode eigenvector and т^
к
(= n ( + r°) is the position vector of the 
bromine atom in the high temperature phase. The soft mode eigenvector can 
be written as the sum of two symmetry-adapted eigenvectors βχ and β·2 ( 3 ) : 
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и д = η {costfe^A^costq-ifj. + φ0) + sini?e2(Ä:) sin(qT°fc + φο)} , 
with 
2 ^ С
Ч
 = ηβ
ίφο
, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
and ϋ the mixing angle between the two eigenvectors. 
The displacements of the different bromine atoms for the two eigenvectors 
are drawn in figure 4.2. It is noteworthy that the thorium atoms are not 
displaced in the incommensurable phase. From figure 4.2 it can be seen that 
Ык) = <û-ei(A:) 
where 
е^  = + 1 for bromine atoms 1—4 
6fc = — 1 for bromine atoms 5—8. 
Equation (4.2) can be written in a simpler form as: 
uik = 7/ei(¿) costq-iu - е
к
а + фо). 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
¿(8 <&-? φ·φ 
Figure 4.2: Displacements of the bromine atoms for the eigenvectors βχ and ег-
Both modes leave the T h 4 + ion at rest. 
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In an incommensurable crystal the phase angle фі = (Я'П| + фо) varies 
continuously. It is therefore possible to take ф0 = 0, which I shall do in the 
following. The two modes in figure 4.2 can be considered as a rotation, ei, 
of the bromine tetrahedra, and a distortion, ег, of the tetrahedra. If the 
phase angle φι = 0, тг, it can be seen from equation (4.2) that both ex and β2 
eigenvectors are "rotation-like" and that for φι = ±π/2, both eigenvectors 
are "twist-like", as is shown in figure 4.3. 
•uo
 φ
ι*τ 
Figure 4.3: Character of the Br - displacements for phase angles φι = 0 and 
φι = π/2. 
The site symmetry for the thorium atom depends on the phase angle 
φι. If φι — 0, π, the two tetrahedra are rotated around the c-axis. The Z^d 
symmetry of the high temperature phase is reduced if the tetrahedra are 
rotated over different angles, but is conserved if the rotation is the same for 
both tetrahedra. 
It can be shown ( 3 ' that if the mixing angle ΰ in equation (4.2) is 21.6°, 
the two tetrahedra rotate over the same angle, independent of φι- The ex­
perimental determination of the mixing angle was done by Bernard et al.. ' 3 ) 
They found for the value of ΰ at Τ = 55 К: 
ϋ = 20 ± 3o. 
Since this value is, within the experimental error, equal to the value for 
which the two tetrahedra, to first order in η, rotate over the same angle, the 
rotations of the tetrahedra will be considered to be equal. 
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For the phase angles φι = ±π/2, the rotation component is absent and 
the thorium site symmetry reduces to rhombic, D2, symmetry. Because the 
two tetrahedra rotate over equal angles for all values of φι, the thorium site 
symmetry is never lower than ZV 
The other unknown parameter in equation (4.2), η, has also been deter­
mined by neutron scattering. ( 3 ) The value of η varies slightly with tem­
perature, but the typical order of magnitude is a few percent of the cell 
parameter. 
4.2 Magnetic resonance on ThBr4 
Magnetic resonance provides a tool to obtain information about the local 
structure of the spin probe. In ThBr4 only the bromine atoms have been 
used in magnetic resonance studies. Nuclear quadrupole resonance of 7 9 Br 
was done by Khan Malek and coworkers ( 9 ) who indeed observed the phase 
transition at Τ = 95 К, and by S. Chen and D. C. Ailion ^ 0 ' who did 
lineshape and spin-lattice relaxation measurements. Electron paramagnetic 
resonance requires the presence of a paramagnetic center. G d 3 + was found to 
be a very sensitive probe. Because G d 3 + replaces a T h 4 + ion, the charge has 
to be compensated by creation of a B r - vacancy. In principle different types 
of vacancies are possible. The vacancy can occur far away from the G d 3 + , 
leaving the original T h 4 + site symmetry unchanged; the vacancy can occur 
in the nearest neighbor shell of bromine atoms (atoms 3,4,5,6 in figure 4.2): 
nn-V(B r )·, or the vacancy can occur at the next-nearest neighbor bromine 
positions l,2,7,or 8 (figure 4.2): nnn-V(Bl.-). All types of vacancies occur 
in practice, although it is possible to obtain crystals in which one type of 
vacancy predominates. ( 1 1 ) The EPR spectrum of G d 3 + was studied, both in 
the high temperature phase and in the incommensurable phase, by Emery 
and coworkers. <12-14) 
4.2.I EPR on ТкВг4:Ра
4+ 
ThBr4 crystals doped with about 0.1% P a 4 + (Sf1, I = 3/2) were grown using 
the Bridgeman method. ( 1 ) The advantage of using P a 4 + as a probe is that no 
charge compensation occurs. The crystals are very hygroscopic and therefore 
have to be kept in a sealed tube. This prevented the crystals from being ori-
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ented for the E P R experiments. The measurements were performed in a bath 
cryostat equipped with a horizontal axis for rotation of the sample. Together 
with the vertical rotation of the magnet, this allowed measurements in any 
plane. Spectra were obtained in three, necessarily arbitrary but orthogonal, 
planes. The signals of the crystal could be observed between 4.2 and 20 K. 
Above 20 К the lines broaden rapidly beyond observability. 
0.1 Tesi» 
Figure 4.4: Single crystal EPR spectrum of 0-Т1лВц:Ра.*+ at 4.2 K. The magnetic 
field is in an arbitrary direction. Amj φ 0 transitions are relatively weak. 
Although the room temperature structure has only one magnetically in-
equivalent molecule in the unit cell, the spectra show signals that seem to 
belong to two different molecules (figures 4.4 and 4.5). These sets of lines 
will be called "sites", in analogy with crystals that have two magnetically 
non-equivalent molecules in the unit cell. Each of these "sites" consists of 
four main lines, apparently due to the nuclear spin of protactinium. In be-
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tween these main lines, peaks with lower intensities are observed which seem 
to arise from "forbidden" (Amj φ 0) transitions (see also the EPR spectra 
of Cu 2 + in K2Se04 in chapter 6). For the determination of the spin Hamilto-
nian parameters, only the main lines were used. The spectra were analyzed 
with the effective spin Hamiltonian 
Η = /3B.g-S + S-A-I + I-P-I - 9
Ν
β
Ν
Β·1, (4.6) 
with 5 = | . The nuclear g-value, g^, the elements of the g-tensor g, the 
hyperfine tensor, A, and the nuclear quadrupole tensor, P, were determined 
for the two "sites" independently. For this purpose the program MAGRES 
was used (see chapter 2). As input, the field values of the main lines and 
the microwave frequencies in the three measured planes were given. The 
elements of the spin Hamiltonian and (to eliminate experimental errors) the 
relative orientations of the three planes were varied until the error function, 
^ = { Е ( ^ Ь 5 - ^ с а 1 с ) 2 } . (4·Ό 
was at a minimum. 
After convergence, the uncertainty was 38 MHz for "site" 1 and 52 MHz 
for "site" 2, hence an uncertainty smaller than 1%. The resulting spin Hamil­
tonian parameters are listed in table 4.2.1 and the relative orientations of the 
tensors of both "sites" are given in table 4.3. Figure (4.6) gives the relative 
orientations of the ^-tensors of the two "sites". 
The g-value of the 2 3 1 Pa nucleus (длг = 1.31 for a free 2 3 1 Pa atom ( 1 5 )) was 
also varied but its value had almost no effect on the error function. Because of 
the large uncertainty, this value is not listed in table 4.2.1. The uncertainty 
in the (/-values is ~0.02 (1%) and the uncertainty in the hyperfine values 
~ 10 χ 10"4 cm - 1 because of the uncertainty of ~50 G in the resonance 
fields. The uncertainty in the quadrupole values is difficult to estimate but 
1 χ 10"4 cm - 1 seems to be a minimum. 
The principal values of the tensors of the sites are equal within the above 
mentioned experimental uncertainties. The (/-tensors and hyperfine tensors 
are too close to axiality to define a direction for the equatorial (#2,3; -^ 2,3) 
axes. It is certain, however, that the axial axes are orthogonal. The axial 
axes of the quadrupole tensors are located in the equatorial plane of g and 
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0.1 TnU 
Figure 4.5: Single-crystal EPR spectrum of /3-ThBr4:Pa4+ at 4.2 K. The magnetic 
field is in an arbitrary direction. Ami ψ 0 transitions are relatively strong. 
A, almost along 52· 
^.2.2 Interpretation of the spectra 
The most striking feature in the experimental spectra is the asymmetrical 
lineshape of the peaks which is unusual for E P R spectra, certainly for single 
crystal spectra. The shape is the same for all lines within a "site", but is 
different for the two "sites". A further important observation was that when 
the 5-values of the two "sites" cross, i.e. when the high and low field sides of 
the spectrum interchange, the shapes also interchange. The result is that the 
low field side always has the same shape (large positive part, small negative 
part) as does the high field side (small positive part, large negative part; see 
figures 4.4 and 4.5 and compare with figure 3.2). This points to the conclusion 
that the two "sites" are in fact the two edge singularities of a powder like 
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9 2 * . = ± 7 
Ql *l = - f 
Ээ 4)| = + I 
9ι Ψι = *? 
Figure 4.6: Relative orientation of the ^-tensors of the two "sites". 
distribution of molecules which is a result of the incommensurable structure 
of the host crystal. 
A qualitative explanation of the relative orientation of the tensors of 
the two "sites" seems to be straight forward. ( 1 6 ' Symmetry demands that 
the EPR spectrum, if it could have been measured in the high temperature 
phase above 95 K, would have shown an axial <?-tensor with the axis along с 
Because of the incommensurable displacement of the B r - ions at low temper-
Site 1 Site 2 
Si 
92 
9з 
Л ^ К Г
4
 c m
- 1 ) 
А2(10-л c m " 1 ) 
УІз(1СГ4 c m " 1 ) 
P ^ I O - 4 c m " 1 ) 
Р2{10-А cm" 1 ) 
Рз(10- 4 c m " 1 ) 
1.76 
1.05 
1.03 
695 
428 
415 
33 
27 
-60 
1.75 
1.05 
1.03 
694 
434 
418 
32 
27 
-59 
Table 4.2: Spin Hamiltonian pa­
rameters of the two "sites" in 
ThBr4:Pa4 +. The estimated un­
certainties are 0.02 in g„ 10 x 
Ю
- 4
 c m
- 1
 in At and 1 χ 10 -
4
 -
1 
c m
- 1
 in P, 
- 4 
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Table 4.3: Relative orientations of the spin Hamiltonian tensors of the two "sites" 
in ThBr4:Pa4 +. Owing to the fact that g and A axe nearly axial, the positions 
of 2^,3 and J42,3 are rather uncertain. Their relative positions therefore have no 
meaning and are not listed. 
Site 2 Site 1 Site 1 
9i 92 9з Ai M А
ъ
 Pi P2 P3 
89 84 174 0 90 90 10 101 90 
89 7 84 90 90 92 2 
179 89 90 90 79 11 88 
1 90 91 
91 
89 
61 85 150 
150 84 119 
87 8 82 
ature, the isotropy in the plane perpendicular to с is lost. However, this is 
caused mainly by the "twist like" deformation and not by the "rotation like" 
distortion. The latter will have almost no influence on the anisotropy; only 
the direction of the axes in this plane are affected. The reason is that the 
rotation angles of the two tetrahedra are (to first order in the displacement 
amplitude) equal, with the result that the site symmetry remains i ^ j (see 
section 4.1.2). The "twist like" component of the deformation has a maxi­
mum for φι = ± π / 2 and is zero for φι = 0, ± π . Therefore, the anisotropy 
is expected to be at a maximum for the former phases and absent for the 
latter. For intermediate phases the anisotropy will have intermediate values. 
As far as the direction of the anisotropy is concerned, it is quite clear that for 
phase values + π / 2 and - π / 2 , the twisted configurations are different by a 
rotation of 90° around the c-axis. This means that the molecules with phases 
± π / 2 will have equal tensors but rotated about the c-axis by 90°. This leads 
to the conclusion that the two "sites" correspond to the edge singularities of 
Site 1 
Site 2 
Site 2 
9i 
92 
9з 
A, 
A2 
A3 
Pi 
P2 
Рз 
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the incommensurable modulation, and that the common ^-axis lies in the 
direction of the r-axis, and that the g^- and 53-axes lie in the ¿(/-plane (see 
figure 4.6). 
The theory that was discussed in section 3.2 predicts, that in the case of a 
linear variation of the resonance field with the displacement, two edge singu-
larities occur. If, apart from a linear term, a quadratic term is also important, 
a third singularity may arise. In the following I show that the observed mag-
nitudes and directions of the tensor components gxt gy demand that the edge 
singularities must be attributed to the phase angles φι — ± π / 2 . ( 1 7 ' 
From the relative orientations and the magnitudes of the tensors in the 
principal axis frame, one observes that the maximum value of g in the x-
direction, <7™а*, is equal to the maximum value in the y-direction, 5™", and 
also that the minimum value in the x-direction is equal to the minimum value 
along y. Furthermore, since ^ 8 * and g™tn are principal values of one tensor, 
they belong to the same phase angle. The same holds for g™" and g"™*. 
Written more concisely: 
„max „max „rnin
 л
т іп / л о \ 
9z = 9y 9x = 9y (4.8) 
ф
д
т&х = ф
д
тп = Φι Фд™
&х
 = Φ ¡mm = Φι • (4.9) 
The elements of the g-tensor can be expanded in powers of the displacement: 
9x = 9І + a-x sin</>, + b,; sin2 φι + ··· 
9у = 9І + ay sin φι + by sin2 φ
ι
 Η , (4.10) 
where g
x
 and <7j, are the principal ^-values in the α-б plane, <?° and g° being 
their values in the undistorted phase, and aXiy and Ь І і У being expansion 
coefficients. In making this expansion, the direction of the principal axes 
is not changed, that is, the rotational component of the displacement is 
neglected. The phases for which the g-values reach their extremes can be 
obtained by differentiating equations (4.10) with respect to φι. The values of 
φι for which equations (4.10) have an extreme and the corresponding g-values 
are listed in table 4.4. 
Now it will be shown that the occurrence of an edge singularity at a phase 
angle different from φι = ± π / 2 leads to a contradiction with the observed 
results. Assume that one of the extremes of g
x
, for example, occurs at a phase 
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Table 4.4: Phases φι for which equations (4.10) reach their extremes ала the 
corresponding g-values. 
max,imn 
„max.min 
* = -f 
g0
x
 - Ά
Χ
 + Ь
г 
90
ν
 - a , + Ъ
у 
Φι = +1 
90
Χ
 + Ά
Χ
 + Ъ
х 
90y + а
у
 + by 
зіпфі = -а
а
.
і У
/2Ь
а
.
і У 
9Ï - a ^ / 4 b I 
sS-4/4 b» 
where sinç!),1 = —а
І
/2Ь
х
 ^ ± 1 . Obviously, the other extreme then occurs at 
ФІ = ± π / 2 . From equation (4.9) it follows that one of the extremes of 9
ν 
occurs at φι = ± π / 2 . For the other extreme of 9
ν
, two possibilities are open: 
1. φι = ψπ/2. In this case equation (4.9) immediately gives φ] = :fn/2, in 
contradiction with the assumption that -a
a
./2bJ, ^ ± 1 . 
2. sin φι = а.
у
/2Ъу. From equation (4.8) and table 4.4 one finds: 
ffS ± a, + b
x
 =
 S J - a
2
,/4by, 
g0y ±^ + by = g
0
x
- a*/4b
e
, 
and equation (4.9) yields а
г
/ 2 Ь
І
 = а
у
/2Ь? /. From these three equations it 
can be derived that aj, = T2b ! /, thus giving φι — ±7г/2, also in contradiction 
with the first assumption. 
The conclusion is that the edge singularities correspond to the phases 
φι = ± π / 2 . It is still possible that a third singularity is hidden among the 
forbidden lines. However, simulations of the spectra, presented in the next 
section exclude this possibility. 
4-2.3 Simulation of the spectra 
The above interpretation serves as a basis for the simulation of the spec­
tra. ( 1 S ) A correct simulation of the spectra has to take into consideration the 
distribution of molecules over the displacement wave. This can be achieved 
by cissuming a linear variation of all the spin Hamiltonian parameters with 
the amplitude of the "twist" component. Starting from the measured values 
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at the phases φι — ±7r/2, the parameter t (t being a parameter in the spin 
Hamiltonian) can be calculated for an arbitrary phase angle φι: 
f = <i + - ( Í 2 - * i ) ( l + s m 0 , ) , (4.11) 
where ti and ¿2 are the values of t for the two edge singularities; φι varies 
from φι = - π / 2 to + π / 2 . 
The phase angle, φι, was incremented in steps of one degree and for each 
value of Φι the spectrum was calculated. ' 1 8 ) Subsequently, all the spectra 
were added. Figure 4.7 shows the resulting simulations for two orientations 
of the magnetic field. 
A refinement of the model, which included the rotation component of the 
modulation by rotating the tensors around the ^-axis over an angle 
= Асо8ф,, (4.12) 
did not lead to a significant improvement of the simulations. By comparing 
simulations with different rotational amplitudes, A, with the experimental 
spectra, an upperbound for A of roughly 2° could be established. This value is 
consistent with earlier determinations of the amplitude of the modulation. (4) 
From the fact that this simulation gives an excellent fit to the experimental 
spectra, it is concluded that no singularities are present among the forbidden 
transitions. It also implies that terms quadratic in the displacement in the 
expansion equation (4.10) of the ^-values do not contribute significantly to 
the value of g. 
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fV»V 
α 4000 Gauss 
I SOOGmx 
4000 Gauss 
Figure 4.7: Experimented (a,b) and simulated (c,d) spectra of ThBr4:Pa4 + for two 
orientations of the magnetic field. 
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Chapter 5 
Superspace symmetry of ThBr4 
A "normal" crystal belongs to a 3-dimensional space group Go- In an in-
commensurable crystal the 3-dimensional lattice translations are no longer 
present. By embedding the crystal in a superspace, a superspace crystal can 
be defined that belongs to a 4-dimensional superspace group, as was demon-
strated in chapter 3. In this chapter the consequences of the superspace 
symmetry for the optical and EPR spectra of ThBr4 will be studied. 
The starting point is the superspace symmetry of ThBr4; it is derived in 
the first section. In "ordinary" crystals the crystal field potential is restricted 
by the symmetry of the site under consideration. In an incommensurable 
crystal it is the superspace symmetry that restricts the form of the crystal 
field potential as was demonstrated in chapter 3. An expression for the 
crystal field potential of ThBr4 in the incommensurable phase is obtained in 
section 5.2. With the crystal field potential, thus obtained, the effect of the 
modulation upon optical and EPR spectra can be evaluated and compared 
with experimental observations. This is the subject of the remaining sections 
of this chapter. 
5.1 The superspace group of ThBr4 
In the incommensurable phase, the high temperature structure of ThBr4 is 
modulated by the frozen soft mode that transforms according to the r4-
representation of the group of q (see section 4.1.2). The characters of this 
representation are given in table 5.1. 
The Bravais class to which ThBr4 in the incommensurable phase be-
longs is determined by a lattice AjJ reciprocal to the lattice AQ of the body 
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Table 5.1: Character table of the г -representation of the group of q. 
t = (0,1/2,1/4). 
{E\0} 
1 
{СШ 
î 
{C22|0} 
1 
{c¿l 
1 
t} {^10} 
1 
Wit} 
1 
{^10} 
I 
Wit} 
1 
centered tetragonal lattice of the high temperature phase and the modu-
lation wave vector q. ^1' The Bravais class of this 4-dimensional lattice is 
/ 4 /mmm(0 ,0 ,7 ) . ^1,2^ Because the r4-representation is one dimensional, the 
transformation matrices Dt](R) in equation (3.53) are equal to the corre-
sponding characters in table 5.1. The elements, gs, of the superspace group 
are those that have an external part g that belongs to the space group, 
G0 = Mi/amd, of the high temperature phase. For the elements of Go for 
which the character of the ^-representation is —1, an internal translation 
t / = 1/2 d has to compensate for the change in phase. From table 5.1 it 
is seen that for the generators С £ and ayz a translation ¿4 — 1/2 has to 
compensate for the phase change. In the notation of De Wolff, Janner and 
Janssen '2 ' this is indicated in the space group symbol by an 5 in the position 
corresponding to the generator of the basic structure. Thus, the superspace 
group of ThBr4 is indicated by /4i/amíí(007)(s0s0). 
5.2 The crystal field potential of ThBr4 in the incommensurable 
phase 
The conditions that have to be satisfied for the crystal field potential to be 
invariant under the transformations of the superspace group of an incom-
mensurable crystal were derived in chapter 3. These conditions are now 
used to determine the form of the crystal field potential for ThBr4 in the 
incommensurable phase. 
The first step is to expand the crystal field potential, (т), in irreducible 
basis functions of the group of q. This expansion is subject to the restrictions 
imposed by equation (3.53). The point group of q is Civ, the character table 
of which is given in table 5.2. Application of condition (3.53) shows that the 
expansion of (т) in irreducible basis functions contains only basis functions 
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Cil, 
г, 
г2 
Гз 
Г4 
г5 
E 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
с 2 і 
1 
1 
1 
1 
- 2 
et 
1 
1 
- 1 
- 1 
0 
0yz,0zz 
1 
- 1 
1 
- 1 
0 
" d . σ
α
< 
1 
- 1 
- 1 
1 
0 
Table 5.2: Character table of CiV. 
that transform as Γ4 for odd values of λ, and basis functions that transform 
as Γι for even values of A. The symmetry-adapted spherical harmonics that 
transform according to the Γ4 representation are
 ( 3 ) 
—2*V2(ïim-r|-m), (5.1) 
where / takes only even values, and the values of m are given by 
m = 2 + 4n 2<m<l, (5.2) 
with η integer. The symmetry-adapted spherical harmonics for the Γι rep­
resentation are 
^\/2(y,
m
 + y,-
m
). (5.3) 
Again, / is even, but now m takes the values 
m = 4n 0 < m < I. (5.4) 
For the present purpose it is convenient to switch from the spherical harmon­
ics to the tensor operators C^' as defined by Wybourne ( 4 ): 
«-(δΤϊΓ«- ( 5 · 5 ) 
The second step is to account for the phase dependence of the potential 
through the use of equation (3.65): 
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(т,ф) =
 0(т)+ 
Σ Σ E'»*JÌB(-C£>e-** + dI>le'*) + 
λ odd leven m = 2 
Σ Σ Σ ' BUCO!e-** + (¿Не**) (5.6) 
λ even /even m—О 
where the prime means that the m-values increase by increments of +4. To 
bring out the ^»-dependence more explicitly, this is written as (see Appendix 
A): 
(т,ф) = о(т) + 
ΣεοΒλφΣ EWmi-CÄ' + rfi.)-
A odd leven m=2 
Σ™*ΦΣ Σ ' BUc£ + cVl) + 
λ odd íeven m = 2 
Σ COSALE Σ ' BLicm + cPL)-
λ even íeven m = 0 
Σ sin λφ Σ Σ ' «*Än (CS» - Ctfi.). (5.7) 
λ even /even m = 0 
To calculate the optical or EPR spectra of ThBr4 in the incommensurable 
phase, the crystal field potential at the optical or paramagnetic active site 
has to be determined. Only those terms of equation (5.7) that are invariant 
under the symmetry elements of the superspace group of the site under con­
sideration remain. For the thorium site in ThBr4 these symmetry elements 
are listed in table 5.3. If the symmetry elements of table 5.3 are applied to 
V(r, φ), only two terms are invariant for all symmetry elements, and (г, φ) 
for the thorium site is 
{т,ф) = о(т) + 
Σ cosA¿ Σ E ' ^ í - c f f + cííJL)-
λ odd leven m = 2 
Σ,οοζΧφΣ Σ ' ^(Cff + CiU (5.8) 
λ even leven m = 0 
The form of
 0(т) in the high temperature phase is determined by the site 
symmetry in the high temperature phase. For the thorium site this symmetry 
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Table 5.3: Symmetry elements of the thorium site in the incommensurable phase. 
Elements are given as g
a
 = {Ае|і,} with respect to the conventional cell. 
(1) {E 1|0000} (2) {C22 llfiiO} (3) {С£ 1|0Ц f} (4) {C¿z ЦоЦ} 
(5){С2уЩ0Ц} ( б ) { С 2 Д | 0 | і і } ( 7 ) { С 2 Л | 1 | | 0 } (8) {С2ЬT|0000} 
(9){П|0Н0} (10){σ,Ϊ | |0 |0} (11) {С+
Іг
 ϊ |000|} (12) {С" ЩП\} 
(U){axcì\\ll\} (14) {а
уг
 1|000і} (15) {ad 1 | |θ |θ} (16) {σ, ЩЩ 
is D2d, and Vo(r) for the thorium site is 
V0(r) = Bl &02) + B* &* + Bt (c i 4 1 + Ci4») + 
ВІС^ + ВЦС^ + С^І). (5.9) 
The local 3-dimensional symmetry of the thorium sites depends on the 
phase in the modulation wave. In the case of ThBr4 this symmetry is Du 
for phases φι = 0, π and D2 for all other values of φι (see section 4.1.2). The 
freedom to choose the origin of the phase can be used to add a constant 
phase </>o (cf. section 3.4) in such a way that the symmetry of the potential 
V(r, φ) is consistent with the displacements of the bromine atoms. For the 
phases φι — 0 and φ
ι
 = π the thorium site symmetry must be DM, which 
implies that the terms with A odd must vanish. This condition is met if 
φο = π/2. With this adjustment, the crystal field potential for the thorium 
sites becomes: 
(т,ф) =
 0(т) + 
Σ^ηλφΣ Σ'ÌBL(C2Ì-(21)+ 
A odd /even m-2 
Σ sin А^ Σ Σ ' BL (C£> + cL'JL). (s.io) 
λ even /even m=0 
5.3 Optical experiments on ThBr4 
The incommensurable modulation manifests itself in the optical spectra of 
ThBr4 doped with actinide ions. Krupa and coworkers have observed the 
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characteristic singularities in absorption and emission spectra of Pa 4 + in 
ThBr4 and in the isomorphous compound ThC^. (5' ) The optical spec­
tra of ThBr4 doped with U 4 + (5f2) were studied by Delamoye et al.. (7~9) 
The spectra show a continuous distribution of U 4 + sites bounded by two 
edge singularities. Selective excitation experiments showed that the lines 
could be assigned to a continuous distribution of sites with D2 symmetry; 
the singularities are attributed to sites with D2 symmetry and sites with D2d 
symmetry. 
The experimental spectra could be explained by assuming that the phase 
dependence of the energy levels had the form 
Е>(ф,) = Ε]0 + η2(αί+β]5ίη2φι)±Ί]η5Ϊηφι, (5.11) 
where j is the index of the j t h energy level of a U 4 + ion in the ThBr4 host. 
The parameters η and φι have the same meaning as in chapter 4. The coef­
ficient 7j equals zero for states which transform according to the irreducible 
representations Гі, Г ,^ Гз, and Г4 of the group .Dга-
То see how these results compare to the results that are obtained from the 
application of the «/^dependent crystal field potential, I calculate the effect of 
the modulation on the energy levels by considering the (/»-dependent part of 
V"(r, φ) as a small perturbation. I shall only use terms that are of first order 
in the modulation amplitude. The perturbing potential is: 
Vi(r,0) = sintf» Σ Σ4ΒΙ, (C<í> - &11) - (5.12) 
/even m=2 
To first order in λ, the energy levels are 
Е ^ ^
 + итг,Фт + Е
1{п
^
,Ф
^-·
 ( 5
·
1 3 ) 
As was shown in section 5.2, Vi(r, φ) transforms according to the Γ4 represen­
tation of CiV. The unperturbed states of the U
4 +
 ions transform according 
to one of the irreducible representations of Z^d· To first order in the energy, 
the only non-zero matrix elements in equation (5.13) are between states, \j}, 
that belong to the Γ5 representation of Z^d- The perturbation splits the 
degenerate energy level into two non-degenerate levels with energies: 
E± = Е0±Е15тф. (5.14) 
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The energy levels that belong to the one-dimensional representations of i?2d 
are only changed in second order, in agreement with the experimental obser­
vations. (7~9) Thus, it is seen that the application of the «^-dependent crystal 
field potential gives the correct expression for the energy levels of the U 4 + 
ion. 
5.4 E P R e x p e r i m e n t s o n T h B r 4 
5.4-1 High temperature phase 
To calculate the spin Hamiltonian parameters for ThBr^Pa 4 4 - , the procedure 
outlined in chapter 2 can not be used. The reason is that the spin-orbit 
coupling constant, A, is, in the case of ThBr^Pa4"1", of the same order of 
magnitude as the crystal field splittings. Therefore, it is not possible to 
use perturbation theory to account for the spin-orbit coupling. Instead, the 
crystal field interaction and the spin-orbit coupling must be diagonalized 
simultaneously. The results can, again, be summarized in a spin Hamiltonian 
as in equation (2.70). 
The Hamiltonian, H = H
c
f + AL-S, is diagonalized with respect to the 
basis states, | j j z ) , of the total angular momentum J = L -I- S. The P a 4 + 
ion replaces the T h 4 + ion and has about the same size, so it can be safely 
assumed that the site symmetry of the P a 4 + ion is the same as the symmetry 
of the thorium site. Therefore, H
c
f is given by equation (5.9). The values 
of the coefficients В% and the spin-orbit coupling constant are given in table 
5.4.1. <6·10> 
Table 5.4: Crystal field parameters and 
spin-orbit coupling constant in c m - 1 of 
ThBr4:Pa4 + for the of1 ground state of the 
P a 4 + ion. <6·10> 
The purpose of this section is to obtain a qualitative understanding of 
the incommensurable lineshape. Therefore, in the following, I shall neglect 
contributions from the öd1 excited state which has an energy of about 20,000 
c m - 1 above the Sf1 ground state. (10) 
The crystal field and the spin-orbit coupling split the free ion wave func-
tions into three j = 5/2 and four j = 7/2 levels, which transform as the Гб 
В* -1047 
В* 1366 
B% -1162 
B¡ -1990 
B¡ 623 
λ 1533 
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and Γ7 representations 0 of the double group Z^j : 
j = 5/2 Г
б
 + 2Г7 
j = 7/2 2Г 6 + 2Г 7. 
Each of these seven states has an additional two-fold spin degeneracy. The 
energy levels that are obtained after diagonalization of the Hamiltonian are 
shown in figure 5.1; the eigenstates are given in table 5.5. The Kramers 
partner of each of the eigenfunctions can be found by applying the time 
reversal operator, Θ, with the phase convention 
\jjz) = Q\jjz) = (-iy-^\j -jz). (5.15) 
6462 Г
б 
5987 Г 7 
5520 Γ
θ 
5359 Г 7 
j = 7/2 
953 
311 Г 6 J -
 5 / 2 
0 Г 7 
Figure 5.1: Energy level diagram of ThB^Pa4"1" for the of1 ground state of the 
P a 4 + ion. (6) Energies in c m - 1 . 
"For the enumeration of the irreducible representations, I use the definitions of Bradley 
and Cracknell. l 3 ) 
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Table 5.5: Eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H = H
c
f + AL-S in terms of basis 
functions \jjz). The Kramers partners are found by Q\jjz) = ( — 1)3~}χ \j —jz)· 
The eigenfunctions |n) are listed for increasing energy. 
|i> 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
2 2/ 
-0.054 
-
-0.046 
-0.79 
-
-0.60 
-
5 5\ 
2 2/ 
0.43 
-
0.90 
-0.091 
-
-0.013 
-
Z i \ 
2 2/ 
-
0.027 
-
-
0.92 
-
-0.38 
§ 1\ 
2 2/ 
-
-0.99 
-
-
0.002 
-
0.07 
Ζ _ з \ 
2 2/ 
-0.056 
-
-0.046 
-0.60 
-
-0.80 
-
5 3\ 
2 2/ 
0.90 
-
-0.44 
-0.041 
-
-0.007 
-
I _z\ 
2 2/ 
-
-0.061 
-
-
0.39 
-
-0.38 
g-values 
The p-factor is obtained from the splitting of the ground state doublet by 
the Zeeman Hamiltonian: 
Hz = ßB.(L + 2S). (5.16) 
The matrix elements for the Zeeman interaction are given by Wybourne '4 ': 
(jjz\Lz + 2Si\jj2) = jz9, (5.17) 
(jjz\ Lz + 25, \з - ljz) = ζ (j2 - j2zy/2, (5.18) 
(jjz\ Lx + 2SX \jjz ± 1) = ±¿9 {(j τ jz) (j ± jz + 1)} 1 / 2 , (5.19) 
0'J,| L
x
 + 25, | i -\}
Ζ
±\) = ±\ζ {{j τ jz) (j τ j z - 1)} 1 / 2, (5.20) 
where g is the Lande ^-factor: 
„ ^ ι JÜ + -L)-L(L + l) + S(S+l) g = 1+
 ^ т т т ) ' ( 5 · 2 1 ) 
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and 
1/2 
( Л - I - // -Ь Ί -(- I II Л Ч- í , Η- I — 7 II Ij -h Ί — Л II Л •+- Ί — Li \ {S + L + j + 1)(5 + L + 1 - j)(L + j - 5)(5 + j - L) 
Ap(2j + l)(2j - 1) 
(5.22) 
The matrix elements of the y-components of L + 2S are related to the 
x-component matrix elements through 
(j j z | Ly + 2Sy ¡f j , ± 1) = Ti (j jz | La + 2SX |ƒ jz ± 1). (5.23) 
Hyperfine interaction 
In chapter 2, an effective magnetic hyperfine interaction within an LS-
manifold was derived by replacing the dipole-dipole part of the interaction by 
an equivalent operator in terms of the components of the angular momentum 
L (see equation (2.40)). Because of the relatively strong coupling between L 
and S in the present case, an equivalent operator in terms of the components 
of the angular momentum operator J has to be constructed. To achieve this, 
the hyperfine interaction, equation (2.35), is written as (4): 
Hhf = 9eßgnßNr-3I'N, (5.24) 
with 
N = Í L - ( 1 + K)S + ^ ^ H . (5.25) 
I shall assume that the nuclear angular momentum, I, is a good quantum 
number. The hyperfine splittings are then calculated for the states \jz Iz). 
Wybourne gives for the diagonal matrix elements: 
(Jjz Ih I Hhf \jjz IIZ) = jzIzA, (5.26) 
and for the off-diagonal matrix elements: 
(3jz Щ Hh} \jjz ±\IIZ^\)= l-A [(j τ jz) (j ± j z + 1) χ 
(1±1
г
)(1т1
г
 + 1)]"\ (5.27) 
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where A is a constant. 
An important point to notice is that the matrix elements of the hyperfine 
interaction are proportional to the matrix elements of the Zeeman interaction 
(cf. equations (5.17) and (5.19)). This is to be expected because both the 
Zeeman interaction, equation (5.16), and the hyperfine interaction, equation 
(5.24), are vector operators which operate within the same j-manifold. 
The quadrupole interaction 
The quadrupole interaction is the scaJar product of two tensor operators of 
rank 2, as was shown in chapter 2, equation (2.48). Because the quadrupole 
interaction involves second rank tensor operators, the matrix elements of 
the quadrupole operator are not proportional to the those of the Zeeman 
and hyperfine interactions. The matrix elements of the quadrupole interac­
tion, again assuming that the nuclear angular momentum is a good quantum 
number, are ( 4 ) : 
C(-l)-(-!)'-'•( f 2 ' if /
 +
2
 , ' V 
\-jz τ ? Jz ± q J \ -h ±я Iz τ q J 
(5.28) 
where С is a constant depending on I and J. The value of q ranges from 0 
to 2. 
5.4-2 Incommensurable phase 
In chapter 4, the results of EPR. experiments on ThBr4 doped with Pa 4 + in 
the incommensurable phase were reported. To explain the spectra, a heuris­
tic model was proposed in which it was assumed that the parameters of the 
spin Hamiltonian all varied linearly with the amplitude of the incommen­
surable modulation (cf. equation (4.11)). In calculating the effect of the 
incommensurable modulation on the optical spectra of U 4 + in ThBr4, I cal­
culated the change in the energy levels by considering the phase dependent 
potential as a perturbation on the energy levels of the U 4 + in the high tem­
perature phase. In this section I shall use the same approach to calculate the 
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spin Hamiltonian parameters of Pa 4 + in ThBr4. Because all observed EPR 
transitions are within the ground doublet formed by the states |1) and |1), 
I only calculate the perturbation of the ground state. The first order terms 
of (г,ф), with λ = 1, connect the ground state with the excited states that 
transform according to the Γ6 representation. Therefore, the terms of (г, φ) 
with odd values of A mix the ground state with the first excited state |2). 
The terms with even values of λ transform according to the Γι representa­
tion and connect the ground state with states that have the same symmetry. 
Contributions from even values of λ to the spin Hamiltonian parameters are 
therefore all of at least second order in the amplitude of the modulation, and 
I shall ignore them. 
The first order perturbed ground state becomes: 
| l ) 0 = |l) + esin<H2), (5.29) 
where e is a small constant. 
The ^-values for the ground state are determined by diagonalization of 
the matrix 
/ ,<1|¿. + 2S.|1>, *(1|L, + 25,JI>0\ 
\
φ
(1\Ι
ι
 + 23
ι
\1)
φ
 ,(1|L, +25,11), ) ' 
The expressions for the (/»-dependent g-values that are found upon evalu­
ation of the matrix (5.30) are: 
0*(<A) = <7°+i7isin <£ + · · · , (5.31) 
9у{Ф) = 9І - 5 i s i n 0 + ·•·, (5.32) 
9
:
{Φ) = 90
ζ
+92ηη2φ+·-·. (5.33) 
Mathematically, the hyperfine interaction has the same form as the Zee-
man interaction: both are vector operators (compare equations (5.16) and 
(5.25)). Therefore, the phase dependence of the hyperfine interaction is the 
same as for the Zeeman interaction. 
The quadrupole coupling constant and V
xx
 — Vyy can be expressed in terms 
of irreducible tensor operators of rank 2 (see equation (2.75)): 
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Vxx-Vyy = )ß(ui2) + U[2}) (5.34) 
Vzz = 2Uk2) (5.35) 
Evaluation of the matrix elements of equation (5.28) shows that Vxx — Vyy 
is proportional to the amplitude of the modulation amplitude, and that Vzz 
is proportional to the square of the modulation amplitude. 
The phase dependence of the spin Hamiltonian parameters as calculated 
with the phase dependent crystal field potential is in agreement with the 
experimentally observed phase dependence of the spin Hamiltonian parame-
ters. From the fact that the z-components of the g-tensors of the two sites 
are equal within the experimental uncertainties, and that the same holds for 
the c-components of the hyperfine tensors of the two sites, it is concluded 
that the coefficients of the quadratic terms, 52 in equation (5.33) and the 
corresponding term for the hyperfine interaction, are smaller than the exper-
imental uncertainties in the g and A values. 
The agreement of the measured quadrupole tensor with the calculated one 
is more difficult to establish because of the large uncertainty in the directions 
of the principal axes. From table 4.2.1 it is seen that the z-components of the 
quadrupole tensors of both sites are equal, in agreement with the quadratic 
dependence on the modulation amplitude of Vzz. The linear dependence 
on the modulation amplitude of Vxx — ν
υν
 is not so easy to establish ex­
perimentally because the principal directions of the quadrupole tensor are 
inaccurate. If, however, it is assumed that the quadrupole tensors of both 
sites are rotated with respect to one another by 90° around the z-axis, like 
the g- and Α-tensors, the experimental observations are in agreement with 
the theoretical predictions. 
In this chapter I have shown how the optical and EPR spectra of ThBr4 
doped with U 4 + and Pa 4 + respectively in the incommensurable phase can be 
understood. The incommensurablity leads to a continuous distribution of the 
experimental parameters: the parameters are a function of the phase in the 
modulation wave. It was found that the phase dependence calculated from 
the crystal field potential, which was derived from the superspace symmetry 
of the crystal, coincides with the experimentally observed phase dependence. 
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Chapter 6 
E P R o n K 2 S e 0 4 
Potassium selenate, КгЗеС^, is a member of the family of insulators with the 
general formula A2BX4, in which A stands for an alkali metal ion or other 
monovalent cation and BX4 is a tetrahedral divalent anion. Many members 
of this family exhibit a number of structural phase transitions, some of which 
involve incommensurable phases. Examples include, in addition to potassium 
selenate, В ^ п С Ц В ^ ) , [М(СНз)4]2гпСІ4, RbLiSCU, and K2ZnCl4. ( 1 ) 
As a typical member of the A2BX4 group, КгЗеС^ has been extensively 
studied with a number of techniques. X-ray diffraction ( 2 ' 3 ) and neutron scat­
tering ' 4 ' elucidated the structural phase transitions at Tj = 130 К and at 
T
c
 = 93 K. At Τ = Tj a soft phonon with wave vector q = 1/3(1 - <5)a* with 
6 « 0.07 condenses. The wave length of this phonon is incommensurable with 
the structure of КгЗеС^ above T/. As the temperature is further decreased, 
the wave length of the soft phonon increases, and at Τ = T
c
, the value of q 
changes discontinuously to q = 1/3. Below T
c
, КгЗеС^ is ferroelectric with a 
polarization in the с direction. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance of 3 9 K and 7 7Se ^5' showed that the potassium 
atoms are much more susceptible to the structural changes than the selenium 
atoms. E P R studies of SeO¡ radicals that were obtained by 7 irradiation 
of crystals K2Se04 showed that phcise solitons play an important role in the 
incommensurable phase of КгЗеС^. *6 '7 ) The effect of solitons was also observed 
in the E P R spectra of KaSeOi doped with V 0 2 + ions. ( 8 - 1 0 ) 
This chapter contains a report of a study of the temperature dependence of 
the EPR spectra of КгЗеС^ doped with C u 2 + ions. Contrary to the results of 
a preliminary study by Kobayashi et al., ( 1 1 ) the effect of the phase transition 
from the high temperature phase to the incoirtmensurable phase on the EPR 
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spectra could be observed in the form of a splitting of the high temperature 
resonance lines. Since a complete analysis of the EPR spectra in the high tem-
perature phase has not been given yet, the EPR spectra of КгЗеС^ in the high 
temperature phase are discussed in section 6.2. The results can be compared 
with the E P R spectra of C u 2 + ions in potassium sulfate, K2SO4, and rubid­
ium sulfate, Rb2S04, ( 1 2 - 1 4 ' which are both isomorphous with КгЗеС^. In the 
subsequent section the temperature dependence of the spectrum is described 
as the temperature is lowered below Tj. 
6.1 The structure of К г З е С ^ 
In the high temperature phase, КгЗеС^ is isomorphous with /3-K2SO4 which 
has space group Pnam {D\®h). The unit cell, with dimensions α = 7.661 Â, 
6 = 10.466 À, с = 6.003 À, contains four КгЗеС^ units. ( 1 5 ) Figure 6.1 gives 
stereographic projections of the unit cell along the a, 6, and с axes. 
The unit cell contains two crystallographically inequivalent potassium ions. 
One potassium ion, K( l ) , is surrounded by eleven oxygen atoms. Three of the 
oxygen atoms are located on the same mirror plane at ζ = | , as is K( l ) , and 
form an almost regular triangle. The other eight oxygen atoms are positioned 
above and below the ζ = 1/4 mirror plane. In this way, the eleven oxygen 
atoms provide an almost spherical environment for K(l) in which the average 
potassium-oxygen distance is about 3.14 A. The other potassium ion, K(2), is 
surrounded by nine oxygen atoms at an average potassium -oxygen distance of 
2.93 Â. Here also three oxygen atoms share the mirror plane with the potassium 
ion they surround. The remaining six oxygen atoms are situated above and 
below the mirror plane. 
The selenium atoms are also located on the ζ = 1/4 and ζ = 3/4 mirror 
planes, thus the crystallographic mirror planes also act as mirror planes for 
the selenate groups. The atomic positions in the unit cell are given in table 
6.1. 
Below the phase transition temperature Tj, the high temperature structure 
is distorted by the soft phonon that condenses at the phase transition. The 
Se04 tetrahedra are very little influenced by the distortion and can be con­
sidered as rigid bodies. The eigenvector of the soft mode can then be written 
as a sum of ten symmetry adapted eigenvectors. Each eigenvector represents 
a translational and a rotational contribution to the displacements of the Se04 
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Atom 
Se 
K(l) 
К(2) 
0(1) 
0(2) 
0(3) 
Coordinates 
(0.2242,2.4200,0.2500) 
(0.1705,0.0843,0.2500) 
(-0.0057,-0.2905,0.2500) 
(0.2931,0.3471,0.0271) 
(0.3024,-0.4356,0.2500) 
(0.0126,0.4251,0.2500) 
Table 6.1: Positions of the atoms 
in the unit cell of КгЗеС^ in the 
high temperature phase, α = 
7.661 k,b= 10.466 Â, с = 6.003 
Á. Coordinates axe in fractions of 
a, 6 and с. ( 1 5 ) 
groups and a translational contribution to the displacements of the potassium 
ions. The resulting distortion is fairly complicated and can not be pictured in 
a simple fashion as was the case with ThBr4. The most important contribu­
tion to the modulation, however, comes from a rotation of the Se04 groups 
around the 6 direction. This rotation is associated with a displacement of the 
potassium ions in the с direction. ( 2 ' 3 ' 
6.2 E P R of КгЗеС^гСи24" in the high temperature phase 
Potassium selenate single crystals were grown by slow evaporation from an 
aqueous solution of КгЗеС^ to which about 1% CuSe04 was added. Rotation 
of the crystal and the magnet around two mutual perpendicular axes allowed 
the measurement of E P R spectra in three mutually orthogonal planes without 
remounting the crystal. 
Both isotopes that occur in nature, 6 3 C u and 6 5 Cu, have a nuclear spin 
/ = 3/2. Therefore, the EPR spectrum of each isotope of C u 2 f , which has 
electron spin 5 = 1/2, consists of four lines, which partially overlap. For an 
arbitrary orientation of the magnetic field, the EPR spectrum of K2Se04:Cu2 + 
consists of sixteen lines. If the magnetic field is in one of the crystallographic 
planes, two sets of four lines are observed. The two sets merge into one when 
the magnetic field is oriented along a crystallographic axis (see figure 6.2). This 
indicates the presence of only one paramagnetic center. This is in agreement 
with the preliminary measurements of Kobayashi et al. ^11' who also found 
only one center in the same system. It is interesting to note that in the 
isostructural compound K2SO4 doped with C u 2 + , three different centers could 
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be identified. ( 1 2 ) Itt^SO^Cu2"1", also isostructural with КгЗеС^ on the other 
hand, again shows only one center, t13-14) 
The width of the resonance lines showed a strong temperature dependence. 
At room temperature the Hnewidth is about 2 mT, whereas the linewidth 
reduces to 0.4 mT at 140 K. Apart from the change in linewidth the spectra 
showed no change with temperature in the temperature range between room 
temperature and 140 K. Because of the significantly better signal to noise ratio 
at 140 К compared to the signal to noise ratio at room temperature, the EPR 
spectra were measured at 140 K. 
The spectra can be described by the spin Hamiltonian 
H = ßB-g'S + I-A-S + I .P.I - 9
Ν
β
Ν
Β·Ι. (6.1) 
The spin Hamiltonian parameters for the 6 3 C u isotope were obtained by fit­
ting this spin Hamiltonian to the experimental spectra. The parameters for 
the other copper isotope, 6 5 Cu, were calculated using the ratio 65<7/ /630лг = 
1.07. ( 1 б ) The error in the fitting was 9 MHz, hence an error of 0.1 %. The 
resulting spin Hamiltonian parameters for the 6 3 C u isotope are given in ta­
ble 6.2. The angles of the principal axes of the tensors with respect to the 
crystallographic axes are given in table 6.3. 
9i 
92 
93 
J M I O - 4 cm"1) 
^2(10-4 cm"1) 
Лз(10-4 cm"1) 
PxtlO-4 cm"1) 
P2(10-4 cm"1) 
Рз(10-4 cm"1) 
2.389 
2.148 
2.034 
118.7 
45.9 
23.2 
5.7 
-1.1 
-4.6 
Table 6.2: Spin Hamiltonian parameters of 
6 3 C u 2 + in КгЗеС The estimated error in the 
g-values is 0.002, in the hyperfine interaction 
parameters 1.0 χ 10 - 4 cm 1 , in the quadrupole 
parameters 0.5 χ IO - 4 c m - 1 . 
The spectra of figure 6.2 were simulated with the spin Hamiltonian pa­
rameters in table 6.2. The resulting spectra are given in figure 6.3; both the 
allowed and first order forbidden transitions are reproduced very well. 
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9i 
92 
9з 
Аг 
A2 
A3 
Pi 
Pi 
Ръ 
a 
67 
29 
73 
64 
70 
33 
69 
39 
60 
Ь 
46 
61 
59 
48 
60 
57 
46 
54 
66 
с 
53 
90 
37 
53 
37 
89 
52 
78 
40 Table 6.3: Angles between the principal axes of the 
g, A, and Ρ tensor and the crystallographic axes. 
As mentioned above, the number of lines in the EPR spectrum indicates 
that only one paramagnetic center is present. Assuming that the Cu2 + ion 
replaces a K+ ion, leaving a vacancy at a nearby K+ position, there are a 
number of possible Cu 2 + vacancy combinations. I shall use some heuristic 
arguments to show that the Cu 2 + ion replaces a K+(2) ion leaving a vacancy 
at a nearby K + (l) position. 
The direction from the K+(2) position to the K + (l) position is given by the 
angles 71°, 56°, and 40° with the crystallographic α, ό and с axes, respectively. 
This direction agrees well with the direction of the g^ axis. Furthermore, the 
direction of the g^ axis is in the aò plane and has angles with the α and Ь 
axes of 32°, 57°, respectively. This direction corresponds to the direction of 
the vector that connects the K + (l) ion with one of the oxygen atoms in its 
immediate vicinity. 
Based on these considerations, I suggest that the Cu 2 + ion replaces a K+(2) 
ion and that a vacancy is created at the nearest K + (l) position. This assign­
ment is substantiated by the fact that for the K(2) atoms the average potassium 
oxygen distance is smaller than for the K(l) atoms, which makes the K(2) po­
sition energetically a more favorable place for the Cu 2 + ion. The same Cu2 + 
vacancy pair was found by Abdulsabirov et al. ' 1 3 ' in Itt^SO^Cu2"1". 
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6.3 EPR of K2Se04 in the incommensurable phase 
The phase transition temperature from the high temperature phase to the 
incommensurable phase showed a considerable hysteresis. On cooling, the 
splitting of the resonance lines due to the incommensurable modulation is 
observable at about 127 Κ, whereas on heating, the influence of the incom­
mensurability is still observable at 154 K, as is seen in figure 6.4. This figure 
also shows a fine structure that disappears at about 135 K. This fine structure 
is too rich to be caused by the incommensurable modulation. To determine 
the origin of the fine structure, ENDOR spectra of potassium selenate were 
recorded. Figure 6.5 shows the ENDOR spectra of two paramagnetic sites 
for an arbitrary orientation of the magnetic field. The spectra unambiguously 
indicate the presence of protons in the immediate vicinity of the copper ions. 
These protons must belong to water molecules that are built into the crystal. 
Further evidence for the presence of protons in the vicinity of the copper ions 
is given by the proton spin flip lines that can be distinguished on either side 
of the copper hyperfine lines (see figure 6.6). 
To avoid interference of the proton hyperfine splitting with the splitting 
due to the incommensurable phase, K2Se04 crystals doped with Cu 2 + were 
grown from a D2O solution. In figure 6.7 the experimented and the simulated 
powder spectra of K2Se04:Cu2+ grown from D2O are given. The simulation 
was carried out with the spin Hamiltonian parameters as obtained from the 
crystal grown in H2O (cf. section 6.3). From the correspondence of the line 
positions of the experimental and the simulated spectrum, it is concluded that 
the spin Hamiltonian parameters are the same for the crystals obtained from 
H2O and from D2O. 
Because of the presence of more than one paramagnetic site, the spectra in 
the incommensurable phase are too complicated to do a full rotational study. 
Therefore, I shall concentrate on the temperature dependence of the resonance 
lines. Figure 6.8 shows part of an EPR spectrum in the incommensurable 
phase. The lines that are shown are assigned to the m/ = -3/2, —1/2, +1/2 
transitions as indicated in the figure. To make this assignment, it is assumed 
that the hyperfine coupling constant, A, for the Cu2 + ion is negative. ( 1 7 ) The 
line corresponding to the то/ = -3/2 transition consists of two sharp lines 
belonging to the e 5Cu and e 3Cu isotopes. The splitting of the isotope lines 
is not visible for the Tn¡ = ±1/2 transitions. The mj = —1/2 line has a 
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slight shoulder on the left side and the τη/ = 1/2 line is clearly split by the 
incommensurable modulation. This difference in the splittings of the hyperfine 
lines of the same paramagnetic site can be easily explained if the expansion of 
the resonance field in terms of the displacements of the atoms from the high 
temperature equilibrium positions is considered. The resonance fields of the 
hyperfine lines in the high temperature phase are given in first approximation 
by the expressions: 
3 
hv = gßBi - -A, 
hu = gßB2 - -A, 
hu = gßB3 + -A, 
hv = gßBA + -A, 
where g is the effective g value, A the effective hyperfine coupling for the 
considered magnetic field orientation, and ν the frequency of the microwave 
field. In the incommensurable phase, the resonance field is expanded in terms 
of the displacement, u, of the atoms: 
В
г
 = Β
ιΰ
 + 
= Β
Λ
 + 
dB, 
du u + 
u=0 
hv д il 
ß du \g 
where m, has the values 
u — 
u=0 
m, д 
/Той u + 
u = 0 
m, •44 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
From relation (6.2) it is seen that depending on the relative signs of d/du(l/g) 
and d/du(A/g), the splitting of the high field lines is larger or smaller than 
the splitting of the low field hyperfine lines. This phenomenon is also observed 
in the case of ThBr4:Pa4+ as can be seen in figure 4.7. Here the splitting of 
the low field lines is larger than the splitting of the high field lines. 
To follow the temperature dependence of the resonance lines, a single iso­
lated line is chosen to avoid complications due to overlap of multiple lines. 
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The measurements were carried out in a bath cryostat because this allowed a 
more accurate determination of the temperature of the crystal than in a flow 
cryostat. The disadvantage of the use of a bath cryostat was that the lowest 
attainable temperature was about 85 K. Figure 6.9 shows the temperature de­
pendence of the resonance lines for the 6 3 C u and 6 5 C u isotopes corresponding 
to the mi = +3/2 transition. As the temperature is lowered from Τ = 142 К 
a shoulder becomes visible at Τ = 120 К. The shoulder develops into a line if 
the temperature decreases to 114 K. Upon further cooling an additional line 
appears between the two lines. In figure 6.9, the experimental spectra are given 
on the left; on the right simulations of the experimental spectra are given. All 
spectra could be simulated using as the expression for the resonance field: 
В = B0 + B1cos<t>+ -В2со^ф. (6.4) 
The simulations were calculated by assuming a Lorentzian lineshape function. 
The resonance fields were calculated for values of φ from φ = 0° to φ = 180° 
in steps of 1°, with Βχ and B? as adjustable parameters. Subsequently all the 
spectra were added. 
The temperature dependence of Bi and B2 can be written in the form '1 8^ 
/Tr -T\0 
* . - ( - % - ) ' ( 6 · 5 ) 
/TV -T\20 
*-(V) · (6'6) 
In figure 6.10, a plot is made of logBi versus log(T/ — T)/Tj. The Βχ values 
were obtained from the simulations. From the slope of the line in figure 6.10 
it is found that β = 0.51, in excellent agreement with the results of the deter­
mination of β from the EPR spectra of VO2"1" in КгЗеС^ where β = 0.48 was 
found. The determination of Вг from the simulations was not accurate enough 
to give meaningful results. From the above simulations it can be concluded 
that K2Se04 can be described by the plane wave approximation (cf. section 
3.2) down to Τ = 90 К. This was also found in the E P R study of V 0 2 + in 
K 2Se04. In the latter study it was found that at temperatures lower than 
82 К a multi-soliton approximation gave a better explanation of the observed 
lineshape. 
To give an account of the observed lineshapes in terms of the crystal field 
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parameters in the incommensurable phase as was done in chapter 5 for ThBr4, 
a full rotational study in the incommensurable phase has to be made. Fur­
thermore, one must know the ground state and the excited states of the para­
magnetic ion. The C u 2 + ion occupies a position that has only the identity EIS 
a symmetry element. As was also pointed out by Freeman and Pilbrow, ^1 4 ' 
the ground state and the excited states cannot be determined from the spin 
Hamiltonian parameters alone for such a low symmetry. 
Given this state of affairs, an analysis of the line shape in terms of the 
crystal field parameters in the incommensurable phase is at this stage not pos­
sible. A determination of the ground state and the excited states by additional, 
optical, measurements would make such an analysis feasible. 
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Figure 6.1: Stereographic projections of the unit cell of КгЗеС^ along the a, b, and 
с axes. 
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0.26 Τ 
7.5mT 
5.0 mT 
Figure 6.2: EPR spectrum of K^Se^Cu2"1". a. Magnetic field along an arbitrary 
direction in the ab plane; b. Magnetic field along the α-axis. 
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Figure 6.3: Simulations of the spectra in figure 6.2. a. Magnetic field in the ab 
plane: b. Magnetic field along the α axis. 
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1.0 mT 
146 К 
Figure 6.4: Temperature dependence of an EPR line of the spectrum of КгЗеС^ 
in the incommensurable phase on raising the temperature. The influence of the 
incommensurable modulation is visible for temperatures up to about 142 K. For 
temperatures lower than about 135 К a hyperfine fine structure due to protons is 
discernable. 
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Figure 6.5: Proton ENDOR spectra of КгЗеС The spectra of two paramagnetic 
sites were taken for an arbitrary orientation of the magnetic field at Τ = 20 К. 
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Figure 6.6: Copper hyperfine line with the proton spin flip lines indicated by the 
arrows. 
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0.25T 
10 mT 
Figure 6.7: Powder spectrum of КгЗеС^ grown from a D2O solution; a. Experimen­
tal spectrum; b. Simulated spectrum. The simulation was carried out with the spin 
Hamiltonian parameters of table 6.2. 
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2.5mT 
Figure 6.8: part of the EPR spectrum of Cu 2 + in КгЗеО^ Shown are the 
τη/ = -3/2,-1/2,+1/2 transitions. 
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Figure 6.9: Temperature dependence of a single resonance line of K2Se04:Cu2+. 
Lines for the two copper isotopes сгш be seen. On the left the experimental spectra 
are shown; on the right the corresponding simulated spectra. 
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Figure 6.10: Plot of log Βχ versus log(Tf - Γ)/Γ/. The value of β is determined from 
the slope of the Une and found to be β = 0.51. 
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Appendix A 
АЛ Appendix to section 3.4 
A. 1.1 Derivation of equation (3.65) 
In this section of the appendix a more detailed account is given of the derivation 
of equation (3.65). The first step consists in the splitting of the sum over λ in 
a sum over positive values of λ and a sum over negative values of λ: 
(т) = V0{t) + Σ Σ й ( к + Aq^K-^· ' + 
λ>ο KeAj 
Σ Σ
 х
{К + \ч)е«к+х*>·' 
λ<ο Кел; 
= ΜΟ + Σ Σ ЫК + \
Ч
)е«к+^-г + 
λ>ο KGAJ 
Σ Σ ν-χ{-Κ-\<ύβ-«*+λ*>·'. (Α.1) 
λ>ο Кел; 
Since V(TÌ describes the electrostatic potential, V^r) must be real: 
(т) = *(г), (A.2) 
which implies 
VX(K + Xq) = V*x{-K - Aq). (A.3) 
Hence, V(r) is written as a sum over positive values of λ: 
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(т) =
 0(т)+ 
Σ Σ й ( К + Л
Ч
)е і ( К + А ч ) - г + *(К + Α 4 )ε- ί ( Κ + λ 4 ) · Γ . (А.4) 
λ>ο кел; 
The dependence of V (^r) on the phase in the modulation wave is found by 
applying the translation operator, -P{i|n}: 
P{i|n}V(r) = V ( r - n ) = 
Voir) + Σ Σ VA(K + Aq)e < < K + ^H'-) + 
A>0 K€AJ 
^ ( Κ + A q ) e - i ( K + A 4 ) ( , - n ) = 
о(т) + ^ Σ VrA(K + Aq)e ' ( K + A 4 ) r e- i ( K + A q ) ' , 1 + 
λ>0 K6A¿ 
V¿{K + Aq)e- i ( K + A 4 ) re i ( K + A 4 ) n . (A.5) 
With q-n = φ, the phase dependent potential, (г, φ), becomes 
(т, φ) =
 0(т) + Σ Σ ÛK + А Ч )е £( к + А ч)- г е -^ + 
λ>ο KeAj 
V^K + Aq)e- i ( K + A 4 )- re i A*. (А.б) 
The plane wave decomposition 
e
ik
-
r
 = Σ Σ 4πϊ'Λ(ΛΓ) Yt*m(u, φ^ Y,n(#, ψ)τ, (Α.7) 
í = 0 m = - / 
and 
e-
ikt
 = Σ Σ М - г ) ' л ( А г ) У | т ( ^ ^ У , * т ( Л , V ) f (A.8) 
J=0m=-l 
are used to decompose (т, ф) into spherical harmonics: 
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(т,ф) = о(т) + 
Σ Σ Σ U(K + Aq) Ш'Мкг) Υ^(ΰ, ψ\ e-** y/m(tf, V»)r + 
λ>0 KeA¿ i,m 
ν?(Κ + A^Trí-O'jíífcr) r/m(tf, ^)íc eiA* y^(tf, ^)^ = 
ВД + Σ Σ ^ m «mil», )г e - ^ + Am ^ ( ^ , )г е*^, (А.9) 
λ>0 l,m 
with 
Am = Σ VA(K + Aq) 4* і 'л(Ь) ^ ( t f , ^ ) ^ (АЛО) 
KeAj 
with 
к = |K + Aq|, 
and k a unit vector in the direction К + Aq. In the above expressions for 
V(r,0), I have used the abrevation 
oo / 
Σ
Ξ
Σ Σ · (A.11) 
í,m í=0 m = - / 
Α.1.2 Modulation amplitude dependence of the crystal field potential 
The crystal field potential, 
y(
'
)
-?''£/fr_ff?)_,|*'. (*•«) 
is the convolution of the density function ρ ¡{τ) and 
^ 1 
ntíolr-r(n'^l 
The Fourier transform of V^r) is the product of the Fourier transforms of the 
convoluted functions. The Fourier transform of PJ{T) is by definition: 
ГГ{р,-(г)} = й ( к ) . (A.13) 
To find the Fourier transform of 
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Σ ι—r^ ï ' ( А Л 4 ) 
η
^ ί ο Ι
Γ
-
Γ ( η ' · ? ) Ι 
I use the fact that 
^ 1 
ntíolr-r(n'j)l 
λ V / —
 e
*(r-r(n,j)) ^ 
(2^ 2 n t í 0 / |k | 2 e 
(2^2ntí0Mk|2 ( ^ 
The second exponential is a periodic function of the phase q ^ r , + n) + <£,, and 
can be written as a Fourier sum: 
е
-«к-г,и(я-(г,+п)+*,) _ γ* # ( - k ' f ) e i A ( q ' ( r j + n ) + ' ^ ) . (Α.16) 
λ 
Substitution of equation (Α. 16) in equation (A.15) gives: 
Τ У = 
Yntí„l r- rKi)l 
" W E Σ ƒ -^2Я(-к.^)еікге-'г'(к-Ач)+ІА^еіп(-к+Ач)(Лс. 
(АЛ?) 
W^áíJ Ik 
The relation 
Σ е і
п.(-к+лч) = (2*)І Σ ί ( κ _ ( _ к + л < і ) ) ) ( А 1 8 ) 
пело ^
0
 Кел; 
where VQ is the volume of the crystal, is used to obtain: 
Σ
 l
- = 
ntiolr-r(n'-'')l 
(2π) 3/ 2 _ _ f 1 
^о л К€Л5 J |k | 
е
-<г,.(к-А
Ч
)+а0 ;еік.г 5 ( к _ ( κ + λ < 1 ) ) Λ . ( А Л 9 ) 
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From this equation it is concluded that the Fourier transform of equation 
(A.14) is given by: 
π ¡Σ, 
^ Σ Σ ¿Я(-к.£ , )е- г ^ к -^ + ^^(к-(К + А
Ч
)). 
ν
° λ к е л : l kl 
(Α.20) 
The Fourier transform of (т) is: 
v
° j λ KeA¿ lkl 
е
-«,-(к-лч)+а*
ІА
(
к
 _ (κ
 + хч)у (A.21) 
Therefore, (т) can be written as 
V(r) = ^ ^ / FT{V(T)} (k) e* 1 " dk = 
( 2 7 г ) 3 / ' _ „ f e^jk) 
^-ΣΣΣ /^Я(-к.Г,)х 
e-.r r(k-Aq)+,A* ; e lk-r¿(k _ ( К
 + Д д ) ) ^ = 
^
1
 j λ К е л ; 
(2π) 3/ 2 е,р,(К + Aq)
 χ 
^ , л кел; |K + Aq|2 
Я
Л
( - ( К + AqJ.fj)
 е
-^-К+.А^
е
.(К+А
Ч
)т ( A 2 2 ^ 
Comparison with equation (3.61) shows that 
ЩК
 + Aq) = М ^ Σ Τ κ ! ^ ff Ял(-(К + Aq) f,) β-« ^ ^ . 
Vo |(K + Aq)| 
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From equation (3.66) it then follows that the A^ can be expressed in terms 
of the function Я
Л
( - ( К + Aq)-f,): 
К, ^ к ^ а l(K + Aq)|2 
Am'Mkr) Yrju, φ)^ e-'Kl'+x*>. ( A.23) 
In the case of a sinusiodal modulation, the modulation function is: 
и(я-(г, + Π) + 0J·) = ЗІп(ф(г; + η) + (frj), (AM) 
and the Fourier coefficient, of equation (A.16) is the Bessel function of order λ: 
0 0
 i-lì" /x\x+2n 
ад
°?
п!г('+1 + 1 ) У - (A.M) 
A series expansion of the Ai
m
 in terms of the modulation amplitude is now: 
with 
λ
 _ (2π)3''2
 v v
 е ^ ( К + Ag) 
У о
 j К€л; | K + Aq| 
im'Mkr) Υ^ΰ, φ)^ е-х-'>+»>. (Α.27) 
Α.2 Appendix to section 5.3 
To rewrite equation (5.6), I use the expression for the spherical harmonics: 
YM4>) = (2 i + l ) ( / - | - l ) ! p / m ( c o s , ) e ^ ( A . 2 8 ) \ 4π(/ + |πι|)! 
where Plm(cosi?) is the associated Legendre function. Thus, 
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(т,ф) =
 0(т) + 
Σ Σ Е
,
^,
А
п1(-С<і,е-** + С?і.е^) + 
λ odd /even m = 2 
λ even leven m—О 
Σ Σ Σ' вь {с%е-»* +cele»*) = 
ί evi 
о(т) + (Ζ-Η)!. 
M(J+H)! 
( Σ Σ Е '^Іт^т(С08 1?)(-е· 
ν λ odd /even m = 2 
Σ Σ Σ ' BLflmícosOJÍe^-^ + e - ^ - ^ ) } 
λ even /even m=0 J 
і(т^-А^) .
 β
~ι(τηφ-\φ)\ _|_ 
Voir) + α - I m i ) ! , 
m 
( Σ Σ Σ,'Βΐ
η
Ρΐτη(™ΰ)2ά*(τηφ-Χφ) + 
ν A odd /even m—2 
Σ Σ Σ'
Β
ίΆ(™3ϋ)2οο8(τηφ-Χφ)\ 
íeven /even m = 0 ) 
λ 
Vo(r)+ 
( Σ Σ Σψ#
Μ
οα8λ*(-<7<ί> + σ<!>,)-
Ι. λ odd /even m = 2 
5/A
m
sinA0(^>
 + Ci'>l)] + 
Σ Σ Σ ' [ ß^cosA^c^ + c i ' y -
λ even /even m = 0 
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